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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER.

Standard, Est. April, 1884..
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PADUCAH. KY.. SUNDAY MORNING.JUNE 23,
1907.

VOL. XXIV.

S

NUMBER 45.

GOVERNOR OF TENNESSEE
SPEAKS HERE MEMPHIS BILL MURDEROUS ATTACK WAS
• ORDERED LETCHER ARRESTED
IN THE ALL
NOT VALID MADE ON OFFICER HOWELL
jUDGE PALMER OF MEMPHIS HAD RELEASED LETCHER ON
WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS, BUT DETECTIVE MOOR,E APPEALED TO GOVERNOR PATTERSON WHO GAVE ACCUSED TO PADUCAH OFFICERS—ABE THOMPSON CHARGED
WITH RUINING ROSA • DOUNOY—BOYS
ACCUSED OF
BREAKING INTO SCOTT HOME.

LEFT YESTERDAY MORNING
SUPREME COURT SO HOLDS
FOR OWENSBORO TO
IN OPINION—VERDICT
SPEAK.
FOR PLAINTIFFS.

LIES AT RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL IN
SERIOUS CONDITION AS
RESULT OF BEING SHOT WHILE
KEEPING ORDER AT BUD
SIMS' NEGRO DANCE HALL 'IN
MECHANICSBURG—HE
SAYS HE RECOGNIZED THE
SHOOT/ST AS PECK RAT-CLIFE, COLORED, WHO, HE HAD
JUST EJECTED FROM
THE HALL FOR DISORDERLY
CONDUCT.

Promised to Return Here and De- Decision
Abolishes Commission and
liver Oration on Labor Day
T. N. Letcher' and his attorney, ed off .and unscrewed from their
Restores James H. Malone to
outwere
Memphis,
For
places.
Paducah
The officers notified all junk
Unions.
Judge Frazier of
Officer Samuel Howell, one of the clothes bore evidence
Office of Mayor.
of his having
witted by Detective T. J. Moore of dealers to watch out for the thieves,
police fcatce's most popular men, waded through a pond or
swamp.
yesterlay
early
and
Julius
arrived
and
of
Tick
HarriNinth
this city, who
-hes in a serious condtion this morn- He denies having shot the officer.
Probabilities are that Paducahans
morning with Letcher who is now oc- son shortly thereafter informed the will have
He
says
that after he was ejected
another opportunity to, Memphis, Tenn., June 22.—The ing at Riverside hospital, with many
•eupying a cell at the county jail, and policemen the two boys were there, hear
front the dance hall, he
Memphis
the
peerless
charter
orator
of
b
brain
i
ll
went oat in
was
and:
today
delodged
charges
No.
imbedded
in the right the woods to a
and they were arrested. A screwwill be tried on three
4 shot
crap game and when
eloquence, Ron. Edward W. Cass clared unconstitutional by the suagainst him. Letcher secured his lib- driver and big' hatchet were found mack
the
Officer, came to the woods
during the coming summer, as, prerne court 'sitting at Jackson, thus side of his head, face, nick and shoulhe
erty at Memphis qn a writ of habeas on Nicholson, while a pair of brass he has'
der, as result of being shot about it thought they were after the gamethe
restoring
promised
to
to
return
office
here
fames
Hs
Malone
corpus before Judge J. W. Palmer, knocks were found on the Holland first
sters,
so be ran and when he
o'clock last night at the dance hail
Sunday in September and de- as mayor.
reached
but Detective Moore brought Gover- lad. The knucks belong to Tick and liverthe oration
the lake he just split
John
T.
Walsh,
for
vice
Labor
Day
exthrough it. But
-mayor;
H.
T.
operated
on
street
Mill
Mechanicsin
that
nor Patterson into the case and got the lad must have picked them up ercises to be conducted
he
did not know that
on that date Bruce, D. S. Rice and B. G. Hen- burg by Bud Simms, colored. It is had
justice, which for a times,loolced as while at the junk shop. Holland is by the unions
been shot. He was pickedHowell
ning, commissioners, in addition to
of
this
city.
Senator
up at
a brother of Herbert Holland, who
if it woold be thwarted.
Carmack left yesterday morning for ten members of the lower board, re- thought that a negro named Peck Seventh and Jackson.
is
in
the
reform
school.
He
lodged
the
is
'Another charge has been
Owensboro, Ky., where he spoke sume office while A. C. Floyd is Ratliffe did the shooting, as the ofagainst Lflicher here. that of obtain- son of a widow on North Eighth, last evening, and before departing again Police Court Judge, displac- ficer had Out this darky out of the
ing a $18o diamond ring by false pre- while the Nicholson lad is the son held a conference with Colonel E. ing Gant Alban, corporation judge.
hall on account of his boisterous contenses from the Nagel and Meyer of an insurance man of North Sixth. M. Willis, the printer and labor
Those knocked out entirely by the
duct.
Forty or fifty shot struck the
claims
firm
That
jewelry house.
leader of this city, who is among decision are: J. J. Williams, presithat last Monday Letcher entered the
those getting up the features for the dent of the commission; E. B. Le- policeman, but they did not„,tear any AMBASSADOR
SUCCEED6 IN
store and picked out a $186 diamond
Labor Day celebration.
master and Sid Neely, commission- large holes in•his body, seeming to
SETTLING QUESTIONS
ring he wanted to buy. He told the
Mr. Willis talked to him about re- ers, and Judge Alban.
WITH SULTAN.
John T. have separated slightly before strikproprietors that he had money deturning here. next Septerober and Walsh, present vice-president of the
him.
ing
The
suspect
is
still
large.
at
Mechanics'
posited on time at the
Mr. Carmack promised to do so. He council, resumes his seat as viceSimms resides on Mill street and
and Farmers' Savings bank and
said that he is booked for a speech mayor and D. S. Rice resumes his
Raising Rank of the Post
Would pay for the ring. The jewelBroke
every night from now until July 4. old seat as commiesioner of the up- conducts the dance hall that adjoins
Down the Last Barrier to
ers called up the bardc and were told
but after that time had very few per board.
his home. He gives dances every
Nagel SAN FRANCISCO THE SCENE bookings-. He was gratified at being
Adjustment.
Letcher had money there.
The decision today marks the end night and negroes of all character
and Meyer then let Letcher have the
OF THE FIRST TELEinvited to make a return appearance of a fight begun in the legislature
ing on he paying 05 cash down on
here, and evidenced his appreciation! when the ripper bill was passed and congregate theer and pass the night
KIAPH STRIKE.
the purchalle price. After that LetWashington, Nee 22.—Gratificaby stating that when he did, he unseating the governing body oí dancing. Each evening Officer Howcher then went to the bank, drew out
wanted no pay for his services, and ; Memphis and substituting a Galves- ell has been in the habit of going up tioa was expressed at the state department at the Associated
his money by paying the time inter- Strike
Press
Breakers Are Being Rushed would even bear his individual ex- ton commission plan of government, to the dance hall about ci o'clock and report
from Consstotinople tq the
est. and left.
penses incidental to the trip,
with the governor making the first staying
to the Coast From All Over
around
effect
there
until
The two other warrants are those
that
the
fes'
Ambassador Leisliman
Mr. Carmack is one of the great- appointments. This law was upThe Country.
gotten by Roy L. Culley, and Lula
eat men of 'the country today, and held in the lower court, but knocked tivities are over, in order to keep had at last snoceeded in settling all
'hitt. the former claiming that
the several thousand hearing him at • out in the upper.
peace. Last night being Saturday, the questions between the embassy
and the porte.
r represen041 he was manager
the Chautauqua Friday ilia!•: prothe crowd was unusually large and
San Franci,co. June 22.—The sitThis has been a work of years, and
the National CrSdit Company's
flounced him one of tlo. .:blese and
Win on All Points.
at office, and on strength of this uation here in connection with the most eloquent men they ever heard., Jackson, Tenn., June 32.—Judge many there had been indulging in although negotiations sere. initiatworth of clothing and other strike of‘telegraphcrs is quiet. In
The question of engaging' Mr. Neal today delivered the opinion on drinking. Ratcliffe raised such a ed ---for---tbe----settlemem —iir- these
-s were sold him The White wo- all about aoo men are out, on a con- Carmack for the oocasion will
racket that he had to be put out by questions several year, ago, not one*
be
the
charter
Memphis
bill.
bill
The
estimate,
servative
and
service
the
Claims he tool( the $6o diamond
submitted to the different onions of was declared uncon:itutional and Policeman Howell who had to strike of, them was finally settled until
Ambassador I-eishman
she loaned him. and also cashed is now maintained- in the offices of the city for ratification.
undertook
the demurrer is sustained.
him with his club to quiet the ob- their settlement.
t5 check given her when she both companies by officials, including
complainants
contention's
of
All
I
streperges darky. Ratcliffe walked
As an incident, it became necesher horse to another party, chief operators and wire chiefs, toI were sustained except the one apsary for congress to raise the
gether with one or two men and woher keeping the money.
away
mumbling
himself
to
and
shortAmschool question.
tam n J.
Smith and Deckhand J. B.1plying .tia
tective Moore on arriving yet- men who remained loyal.
ly afterwards Officer Howell took a erican legation at Constantinople- to
General
Saperimencier
Frank
et
the
said
rank
that Jtuige Palmer reof a embassy, for otherwise
Hayden woke all of them and they,
,'
AN1I-SALOON LEAGUE.
seat on the-porch of Simms' house. it would
Letcher at Memphis on a writ Jaynes, of the Western Union, is ac- escaped in safety.
have been impossible for
Hawkins' arm
About twenty minutes after he put Mr. Leishman to break
corpus, and told the Pa- credited with the statement that the was caught between the boat and
through the
oohs that if he rearrested company hoped to be running fairly thy barge alongside which she was Mess Meeting Be Held at First Bap- Ratcliffe out, someone slipped up meshes of red tape in the sublime
Afternoon.
tist
church
this
ea
he would punish De- well in another week, alien out-ide moored and was fearfully crushed.
within twenty feet of the policeman Porte and reacii the person of the
for contempt e court. operators were expected to arrive to
'Captain J. B. Smith of West liar- I
This afternoon at 3 o'clock a mass who was not suspecting anything,
tire then hurried to the till the places of the strikers.
When this was finally accomrison street, thi. city,
commanded
meeting
will be held at the First and blazed away with both barrels plished, the
learned
It
was
last
night
that
15
telephone,
cc
called up
rest of the work was
the little boat, which was owned by Baptist
church, at which time the of a shotgun. The charge caught the easy, and it
tterson at Nashville. to operators for the Western Union Ranipendahl of Metropolis. Friday
may be pointed out that
good
people of 'the city will corn s
kation had been made for were on their way to San Francisco the steamer went up into the Clark's
patrolman in the head, lace, neck apd the settlement of all the six quesCapers on which to bring from the Ea•-t and had passed river for ten miles after a tow of plete organizing the Anti-Saloon Leations has been effected since the
gue of Paducah. They extend a cot- shoulder and badly injured him. He
• to Paducah. and which through Rawlins, Wyo. It is be- tics for the Harth-Rush company.'d•
American minister was raised to an
en mailed by the gover- lieved the company had had these She ied up near the Frank mill and ' 'al welcome for everybody to be fell over while the man with the gun ambassador.
not yet reached Mem- men in reserve in anticipation of the all raired for the night, Captain present and take part as the move dashed off in the darkness.
First of those questions was one
looks for betterment of the condigovernor having the strike and that it was arranged for Smith and Engineer Hawkins sleep- .lo
Great excitemrt
created relating to the change in tenure of
was
general.
i
tions
in
explained to him, 4ig others to follow them. Superintend- ing in the cabin, while the others
among the negroes who began scat- title deeds to American institutions.
ordering Letcher'it ar- ent Jaynes has refo-ed to make any were on the lower deck. During the ;
tering here and there and the dance This was of great importance to the
tective Moore did this, definite admissions about the strike- night the craft sprang a. Jeak and I
American colleges in Turkey, which
HELD FO12_MURDER.
hall was quickly emptied.
Officer otherwise must have
Cr before Judge Pal- breaking operators the company in- water tilled her hull ;so that she be- I
suffered the
time. and the judge tends to import.
gan sinking. One of the ,negro tie Coroner's Jury Reports Self-Defense !Howell was carried inside Simms'
fmost of their real estate and
A's to whether the strike shall be carriers sleeping near the
but turn him 'over
Verdict for Arthur Jelson.
home and the patrol wagon went up buildings.
engines,'
officer, who got his ordered to extend to other cities re- was awakened-by the water rushing
To Erect Buildings.
him, he being taken to Riveri
after
late Friday aftet- mains to be determined. The Pos- over his feet, and with a yell he gave l Memphis. June v.—Arthur Jelson.
The
second
was permission to
tal
'Western
officials
and
Union
ininjuries
were
or Patterson
the alarm, arousing the others.
I the Greek who shot and killed "Son- side hospital where his
erect, building, at Caesarea. This
eh r's trunk and -fist that they will hold no conferMiss Mary McIntyre is steward - 1 11y" Williams. a dlingetrous negro, dressed.
was also an incident of importance
d yesterday to ences with the officials of the un- e-s of the boat and was lifted out at 347 Beale avenue late Thursday
dance to American educational institutions
the
negroes
at
the
Some
of
obdurate,
remain
they,
the
iiab.
If
bile B. Weille
of her bunk by the deckhand Hay ;night was bound over to the state
stated it was not Ratcliffe who shot with Turkish officers of schools.
t also. Letcher telegraphers in other cities may be den, who placed her on the barge yesterday afternoon by Corporation
The third was the grant of imout,
comup
tying
thus
called
all
the
th of goods on
alongside, and she got to shore.
Judge, Alban on a charge of murder. the policeman, but Officer Howell munity at • Berout. All
the Presmercial telegraph business of the
recognized
the,
the
in
j,Kootist
The boat sank so rapidly that the Williams was so badly wounded that says he
byterian mis-ions in Syria were
west.
g
crew did not have time to rescue he died at the cit ylicospital at 1:25 same negro, Ratcliffe,
out
put
t he
deeply interested in the eettlement
er driver for
their personal effect-. but rushed o'clock in the morning. Jelson en- of the hall a few
oments before. of this question.
and coffee
across the barge to the shore in un- tered a plea of not guilty and has
The fourth was the removal of the
Immediately afte he shooting Lieuon a serious
derclothing and without shoes.
retained Ralph Davis as attorney.
discriminator
y reestricstions against
number
-dispatched
a
Potter
tenant
inducing
of
at
Engineer • Hawkins started back
•A coroner's jiwy impaneled by DepAtnerican
cottonseed
off. This
ear-old girl to
to get his clothes, but the water uty P. W.'McGuire conducted ap in- of policemen to the scene of the trou- growing
industry was seriously
house of Matforced him away, and he slipped just !fittest
the police station last night ble and they are n6w scouring that threatened by the covert opposition
town and there
as he leaped from the •,ocamer to; Several witnesses were heard, but
the city and woods just of the olive growers of European
n. last winter.
the barge, his arm falling between only a few minutes expired at the portion of
county, but had not countries, which *tabu perceived
outside
the
in
at he induced
the boat and barge, where it was conclusion of the evidence before
Rratcliffe
this morning early. that American cottonseed oil had
caught
I, the Sewell
caught and crushed horribly as the, Foreman Charles Berry reported a
swamp
deep
near Simms' found favor with the Turks as an
There
a
;s
.to intoxicants
boat sank. Hayden grabbed Haw-; verdkt of self-defense. Jelson was
believe the article of food.
police
• ".
house
the
and
She claims ENGINEER HAWKINS IS SE- kills but could not pull him away, so admitted to hail in the sum of $2,500
Fifth was the recognition of the
hiding in there. They will
shootist
is
RIOUSLY INJURED AT
lied her ruin
had to hiild to his left arm while and Judge Alban said he was sarisdaylight, as itis American consular courts as alone
NELLIE'S SINKING.
she told
the ;sinking boat mangled the other. fled that he acted in self-defense, but tour that place after
dark among the thick underbrush competent to decide who were the
so
hat time
Hawkins was taken ashore where ' that it did not come within/ his provduring night that one can hardly see legal heirs to American ' citizens.
e Sewell
Dra. J. D. Robertson and C. al.' hire to dismiss the cheer.
This matter was also important to
ten feet before them.
the police THE TOWBOAT NELLIE SANK Brothers amputated the arm, the
Peter Pavlov. a Greek arrested a
the large class of American travelmorning
this
Potter
Lieutenant
erly house.
physicians going out at once, arriv- short time after the Shooting and
UP IN CLARK'S RIVER
ers in Turkey, as otherwise their
the
breaking
intended
.
up
he
that
nil it is
ing on the scene at 7 o'clock.
charged with carrying a pistol, was
YESTERDAY.
Simms' as much corn- effects might under the common law
The crew consisted of Captain dismissed. It was alleged that he dance hall of
registered of late of. the country, in case of their debeen
plaint
has
artergwoa rdt
Smith of this city; Miss Mary Mc- ran across the street with a drawn
have
actiosuonrtbref
. by the
e
atnhd
about the disorder around
rother-inIntyre. stewardess', of Metropolis; I tevolveld In assief Jelson when. the
et obfeetnhe
shows
night
last
incident
the.
of
an.
nnd Deckhands John Farrell and latter was att4reioe4 by the negro.
The sixth and last question set-.
officers cannot properly handle the
ntly and
James Hayden of Metropolis. All
tled was an individual ukase. but
safety.
with
negroes
vicious
vorce in
were brought to this city late yesSPEEDS 6o MILES
Officer Howell resides on Sou:h was still of interest to the state deis wife,
terday, and those living at Metrop- AUTO
TO
INJURED
SAVE
BOY.'
near Ohio street, and the on- Partment as involving a principle. It
Fourth
he we*
olis going home. including Hawkins
automo22.—The
St.
Louis.
caving his life is the fact was that of Mts.* Gerber, a woman
June
thing
by
Crew
Was Asleep at Time and All who is in a 'serious condition.
claims
bile
of Ernest J. Krause.
No. 4733 that the shot separated on leaving of Swiss origin, but sif American
Had Narrow Escapes 'With
The boat sank in twenty feet of
1904.
'Labadie avenue, was pressed into the gun. One came near' striking nationality, Who had established a
Their Lives.
water, only the pilot house showing.
I service yesterday afternoon at Sparta. his right eye. while another went school for orphan girls at Konia.
icholUntil she is pulled up it cannot be
The charity was not a popular one
, sixty miles from St. Louis, to through the upper lip and knacked
f age.
ascertained whate caused the leak.
among the older religious e#tablishtooth.
convey
Walts
gold
Fillers,
1
t6
years
a
out
old,
etive
Isaac Hasvitins. engineer of the
Ratcliffe
is about twenty-two ments, but the state departmen satthis city Tor treatment after he
towboat Nlellie, had his right arm
an
Promptly Shoots Mutineers.
Simms' said he was isfied itself through Mr. Lei
ih
f
ra
e
dgh
and
l
o
age
ts
.e
tah
years
e
.
is
tinder
toes
of
an
M.
0.
&
rienett°
, amputated, as a result of its getting
merit,
and
Kiev, Russia, June 22.—The courtabsolute
at
its
his
of
famous
habitues
of the
one of the
The crushed yesterday morning at day- martial convened to try the mutinThe rip was made as rapidly as "goo" section at Ninth and Washing- gestion authorized a strong pres
was light, when the boat sanla near the cots sappers at the summer camp at
Today's di
tation of the case.
•
)oys eawmill of Ben Frank, five miles by lianievka is sad to have acted with the train sould have done, and to the ton streets.
patches record the iact that th
Ratcliffe
generosity
Caught.
Krause,
young
PilWill
of
Mr.
Ing. land from this city. on Clark's river. Ptomptness and severity
It is re- lers probably owes his lic, as he was
At 2 a m Officer Hurley caught move had socceeded and that the
een
The crow was Asleep at the time ported that forty-eight mutineers
bleeding
wounds
negro. Ratcliffe. who is charged school, which was arbitrarily closprofusely
the
from
the
it- of the accident, and all tame near have already been condemned andi
shooting Officer Howell at ed by local ruler?, had been auths
with
was
weak
he
and
reached
when
the
k- going down with their boat, but Cap- shot.
--Tea
Simms dance hall. The negro'a orized
City Hospital.
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We're building a
Department Store
here second to
none in much larger cities.
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R PATRONAGE HERE
PRICES TO STIMULATE YOU
LOW
ER
OTH
E
MAK
ONLY $1.00 A PAIR. WE
E IT A BIG WEEK TO SOOTHE
MANY $1.50 KINDS FOR
rain. WE WANT TO MAK
OF
F
HAL
ST
FIR
THE
THIS WEEK FIINISHES UP
WILL AMPLY REPAY YOU.
THIS WEEK.
T THIS WEEK. OUR PRICES
VISI
A
E
MAK
S.
ULT
THE HALF YEAR'S RES
OUR AMBITION FOR

GREAT MILLINERY VALUES.
GREAT SKIRT VALUES
Showing the newest advanrce.styles
ved.
in fine imported voiles just recei
GREAT WAIST VALUES.
PerAlmost an unlimited variety in
and
Nets
Lace
:ian Lawns, Mulls,
cah
Padu
other
no
Jap Silks priced as
s.
waist
store prices such

H

GREAT .SILK PETTICOAT VALUES.
received.
Splendid assortment just
VALUES.
GREAT DRESS GOODS prices.
cut
sale
ing
clear
ng
Maki
.
GREAT SILK VALUES
up to
Japs
e
whit
for
25c a yard
tas.
taffe
$1.15 for $1.5o yard wide
GREAT LACE VALUES.
sclisct
Several thousand yards to
.
Arum
se
choo
and

rs
arbou'

GREAT WHITE PURE
LINEN VALUES.
Wash
Great for Wash Skirts .and
Suits.
VALUES
GREAT WHITE GOODS
Toe to 25c a yard.
'Great Embroidery value*
Great Fan values.
Great Belt values.
Great Umbrella values.
goods
Great Lawn and other wash
yard.
a
toe
to
7-8c
at
es
valu
4

GREAT HOSIERY VALUES. .‘
,3
Woman's .fine imported 50c Hose
s
Pair for $1.00. Extraordinary value
a
25c
to
up
I5C
I-2C,
12
IOC,
8c,
at
pair.
WOMEN'S GREAT SUMMER VEST VALUES.
Better
8c, 9c, toe to 25c each.
anyjust
d
foun
are
qualities than
;%here at these prices.
GREAT SUN BONNET VALUES.
15c, 18c, 25c up to 50c.

Our preset growth
spurs us on to greater
efforts. Our achievements of the past will
be fairly eclipsed in
our future history.

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.
Great- Washable Suit values for
small boys.
Great Strzw Hat values.
Great Sos7o values.
Great Shirt Values for Men and
Boys. .
valGfeat Balbriggan Underwear
.
boys
and
men
ues, both
Oreat Suit Case values.
Great Trunk values.
Great Matting values.
Great values here, there and everywhere throtighout the Big Store.

fHIRD STrrRoEmETBroadway
NORTHaT
re
Square
Department, Sto

hundreds Stripling, Anita Keiler, Sadie Paxton,
een time the students tendered
Manic Cobb, Elizabeth'Sebree, Franand Philip Rebold, children, fourt
of friends a delightful affair. The
chilgrand
t
grea
2
and
n,
ldre
dchi
- ces Wiliam Elsie Hodge. Marjory
gran
ttet
paper makes nice mention of parti
c----ess=7:ialle=>16C-ae
!MC=111111,
dren, her brother-in-law, Uncle Bob
this
Loving, -Dorothy Langstaff, Marjory
of
r
Mille
daugh- cipation by Miss Joe
two
his
City,
the
of
kins
VVhil
carni- Scott, Brooks Smith, Lucyette Soule,
and city and others in a musical
ters, .Mesdames Leona Hall,
" Messrs. Robert Guthrie, Henry Hen
Rose
du
sche
d- val entitled "Schotti
Martha Griffin, and his four gran
neberger, Thomas Coburn, Will Bell
- which was excellently rendered.
s
children; Mrs. Mary Baldree, a cous
s Langstaff, Zach Hayes, Chas
city'
Jame
the
of
one
Miss Miller is
J. Louis Gabel, F. E. Gilliam
in and her font children, Misses CeCox,
and
bright and apt young ladies,
ie
Mytr
ith,
Griff
art Sinnot,
e.
'Rosi
11111a Omni
nel Joseph A. Mil- Charles Rouf, Stew
Chautauqua and Supper.
ins, Clara and daughter of Colo
Wilk
. Harry Single
Tone
Hand
an
ee.
on,
Mort
Baldr
Paxt
atyed
She
enjo
.
Jessie ler, the circuit court clerk
,
A fine picnic gunner was
hase
Purc
n, Salem Cope
ha
rstei
Bert
Walle
r,
on
Zelle
park by Mary
institution and has ton, Milt
Tuesday evening at Wallace
, Ray Houser, tends this leading
Martin, L
Read
Guy
rta
s,
Albe
Sight
en
t,
Warr
Wyat
er.
tian
summ
Chris
the
es a party, as guests of the
a. now returned home for
Emm
ha,
Bert
Dame;
rs and authors who are nativ
e
.
Notr
write
,
kman
ison
Broc
te
Morr
r,
Janet
Keile
scattered Endeavor of the Kentucky avenue
Goodwin-Neiwcomb.
ace. Chas, Ri
Margie, and Lillie
of Tennessee, and who are
Wall
h,
forrt
Sara
,
r,
Robe
win,
Bake
Pearl
Good
feast
the
ell
r
Mitch
Baird is a Presbyterian church. 'Afte
Miss Leila
es, Afternoon at Bridge.
of San over the country. Miss
Sam Hughe,, James McGinnis*
Flake, Maggie Yard, Lillian Hugh
'Mrs. C. C. VsTarren, of West Jefmerly of this city, but later North- writer of much talent, and has con- Was indulged in the crowd attended
art
Stew
Roy.
rs.
Mess
nt,
e Brya
ge Dr. Gilbert.
articles to differ- the Chautauqua in a body, those pres- Alin Francis Bond, Harold Read. ferson street, entertained at brid
Diego, Calif., and Mr. John
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. FOR I LEAS

FOR LONG TERM OF YEARS

The very best vacant business corner in Paducah, standing in the direct pathway of the progress and business growth of the city. No vacant property faces this corner, all being now occupied by business houses.

Southwest Corner Kentucky Ave. and Fourth St.
70 feet) on Fourth street, by 86 feet on Kentucky avenue
•
Will lease at a fixed price per year, n9 increase in rentals after first year. To induce first-class
improvement will deed liberal ownership in whole property to leFsee at expiration of the tease.
Brokerage paid agents for right kind of proposition. Make memorandum of tais.
For further particulars inquire at PADUCAH BANKING COMPANY.
ALIMIMMININ=Mli

CONTROVERSY REGARDINC
CUMBERLANd
REMAINS ARRIVED
DEPOT PLATFORM SPACE PRESBYTERIANS THIS MORNING
HARRY ANDERSON FILED INJ UNLTION SUIT AGAINST THE
PALMER TRANSFER COMP ANY OVER THE ENCLOSED REV. JOSEPH McLESKEY CALL- BODY OF MR. TOBE MURRAY
SPACE AT THE UNION DEPOT—REFEREE IN BANKRUPTTO BE BURIED THIS
ED TO REEVES, TENN.,
COMPANY TRUSTEE
CY PERMITS REHKOPF SADDLERY
YESTERDAY.
AFTERNOON.
TO SETTLE WITH BANKS THAT CHARGED USUROUS INTEREST—OTHER COURT M ATTERS.

MONUMENTS(
We have a fine line o f Marble, Granite and Stone Monuments which show th e best of workmanship and high degree of artistic concep tion. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an a ir of distinction.
Parties desirous to b eautify their lots should inspect our
line of curbing and m cnurnents in

WHITE BLEACHING STONE

Rev. Lloyd T. Wilson of Louisville, Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Burton, Campbell Street, Lose Little Girl,
Preaches This Evening at MayBurial at Murray.
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Johnsonville 12.1, o.6 fall.
the depot platform to with the referee, showing that Mrs.
burg. Miss., and William Murray, of dormitory, And being restricted
session.
days'
to a
Louisville 9.9. 1.3 fall.
ssengers when the train Clark's property was appraised and
Many go down from Paducah to Jose, Lie
weekly pocket allowance of 25 cents.
Mt. Carmel 6.7, o.3 fall.
awl that her exempcks run by others have valued at $t
participate in the gathering
In two or three years he wit begin
Nashville 9.9, 0.7 fall.
the depot platform at tions accounted to this Nothing beLittle Girl Dead.
his
training at sea and later will
for
left
ing
the
valuaPitt-burg 3.1, 0.2 fall.
creditors,
the
ts
Much trouble has
The
three-month-old
virl
of
Mr.
Christian Science.
probably make a tour of the world as
Pittsburg 3.1. 0.2 fall.
because of different lion and exemptions will lie over for
Services—Sunday. 10:30 a. m.: and Mrs. I. T. Burton, of 8o1 Camp- did his father and grandfather.
St. Louis 30.3, 0.3 fall.
fling to get their cabs twenty days so exceptions can be filbell
street,
died
afternoon
yesterday
Wednesday, 7.30 p. En.; Sunday
Mt. Vernon 29.4. 1.1 fall.
°mire wwhich is the : ed to the documents, if any objecschool at 9:30 a. m.
Hall sn 1-3 of measles and pneumonia, after a
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Paducah, 28.3, stand.
ack up to the platform !ion, exist. The referee then recom'morning
short
7:30
illness.
This
at
•
(Monitor I
mends to the judge that her discharge Broadway. Public invited.
o'clock the child's body will be takMrs. Addie Crutchfield. of Pasvyers claim that the he granted, her.
Murray for interment, that ducah, is visiting th
en to
The steamer Dick Fowler returned
Salvation Army.
.nily of Mr.
has no authority to .The referee ordered that July 5 a
being the former home of the fam- J. I. Hornsby.
last night from Cairo and stays here
Sunday
morning,
and
BroadFifth
lace on the depot dividend be declared for benefit of
way, to a. m.; Fourth and Broad- ily.
Miss Margaret Beadles went to Pa- until tomorrow moning .at 8 o'clock
ne person or compa- the creditors of John I.. Wanner, the
way.
It
m.;
a.
Third
Broadway.
and
ducah
this morning to visit her before departing ott her return that
jeweler
The dividend
of the others, and bankrupt
BALLARD BITS.
3 o'clock; inside meeting at 3 p. m.;
brother.
nay, Mr K. 1.t(eadies.
will
he
about
ten
per
cent,
or
a
total
Clog filed yeiterday
/1
Fourth and Broadway, 7 p. m.; inMiss ?thyme Daugherty went to
The John S. Hopkins went to Eva temporary or- of abont gyoo. for distribution among
(Yooman.)
• Paducah this morning to
side meeting 8 p. m. Meetings every
visit the ansville yesteday and comes back
e Palmer people $55.000 worth of creditors. Other
•-•al•olf
night ecept Monday.
Headquarters
family of R. L Beadles and her Tuesday.
thers from going moneys are yet to he distributed to at 130
arls ?VT icy "eat
The boys who went to Brewer lake Cousin, Mrs. Daisy
Broadway.
Emerson.
re. The question them On that day the referee will
The
steamer
Kenttecey
got out for
across
the river, Sunday, told a fish
Mrs. Bettie and Miss Daisy Gard- the Tennessee river last night and
order permanent hear evidence on the petition filed
story
as
long
as
your
arm,
the
and
Mission Society.
ner went to Fulton Thursday even- stays up that stream until next
dge Reed July 1. by the trustee's lawyers asking that
The Home Mission Society of the story was true, too, for we met the ing to attend the bedside of Mr.. Thursday evening,
te for the hearing. they be allowed an attorney's fee.
Broadway Methodist church, will boat, saw the fish and had a fish Gardner's daughter, Mrs. J. B. Alvey,
Wants A Divorce.
Tribunal.
The steamer Clyde comes out of
breakfast Monday. They landed fully who is seriously ill.
Abe
Thompson
filed suit for di- meet at 3 o'clock tomorrow afterthe bankrupt
the
Tennessee river late tomorrow
so
beauts.
vorce
yesterday from Hessie Thomp- noon with Mrs. George C. CrumJ. D. Redden went to Paducah to
mired Trustee.
night and stays here until 5 o'clock
Cards are out announcing the wed- attend the Chautauqua.
son.
on
baugh
of
Seventh
the
and
ground
Madison
she
that
left him
Rehkopf SaddlVVkdnesday afternoon before departding of Miss Elizabeth Sanders,
April to. 1904 and refifses to live with streets.
Mrs. Sallie Grant. of Farmington. ing on her
npt estate. to him.
return to that stream.
daughter
Rev.
of
J.
Mrs.
and
C.
BryThis morning at it o'clock, and toThey were married Februarya.
went to Paducah on the noon train
port, Ill.. NaThe Reuben Dunbar should get
toot, and besides the divorce, he night at 8 o'clock, Rev. N. B. Hardi- an. to Me. David J. Hartman of Penn- today t visit her sister, Mrs. Bettie
he claims the wants possession of
back again tomorrow from Nashville.
their three-year- man of 'Henderson. Ky., will preach sylvania. the happy event to take Watson.
The Peters Lee passed down yes'vino this old daughter, Mae.
at the Christian chapel in Worten's place at the Chruch ed Christ in this
Mrs. Rhode Cloyes went to Paducity Wednesday, July 3rd, at to cah on the noon train to visit
terday bound for Memphis from Cinaddition.
her
Licensed
to
hank chargMarry.
o'clock a. m. It is understood that sister, Mrs. Bettie Watson.
cinnati. She leaves Memphis next
Artie Taylor Rowe and Stella
llegal rate of
soon after the wedding Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday
on her return this way.
Mr. R. H. Gardner returned from
Sing the Offertory.
The Georgia Lee gets to CincinHartman will leave for Pennsylvania, Louisville this morning. He was
The referee Moore were granted a ficense yesacThe offertory at the First Presby- in which state they will make their
companied by Miss Linnie Gardner, nati Tuesday and leaves there Wedtee to settle terdry to marry.
teria chnrch will be sung this mo?n- home.
who has been attending school at nesday bound back this way.
ing by Miss Dena Metzger of BloomThel M. W. A. of this city are giv- Nazareth, in Bardstown.
The Henrietta has gone to the
KYington. HI, who is the concert com- ing a barbacue and picnic at the
'R. F. McClain returned from Pa- Tennessee river after tire
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pany at the Chautauqua and poet Beech grove, near here, on Saturday, ducah
The Martha Hennen has gone to
yesterday evening.
sesses a fine voice.
June aoth, to which the people in
(Messenger.)
Chief McNutt returned—from Padu- the Tennessee river after ties.
general are most cordially invited. cah yesterday evening.
ORY.
Among the people who went to
The steamer Chattanooga is due
Amusements and refreshments, good
Paducah today were: Mack' GlasE. H. Covington came down from tonight or tomorrow from the TenSt. John's Day.
gow, H. H. McGee, B. K. Kennedy,
neesee river, up which she plies as
Paducah this morning.
At it o'clock tomofrow morning orer, etc See bills for particulars.
Brack Sullivan, Will Ward, J. L. worship will be conducted at Grace 'George WhIds, Dr. Floore and Tom
Frank Copeland is on a lay off at far ae: Chattanooga, Tenn.
Stunt-ion, Prince Walker, Paul Mc- church, account it being St. John's Weston went over to Brewer's lake Covington Brothers and company,
The City of Saltillo is due tomoron
Monday afternoon and yanked out account of sickness.
Kcey, Walter Andrews, Dr. J. L. Day.
rol,v from St. Louis for the Tennesdefeated Dishaukes, Jr., Ben
about thirty-five nice ones. They
Miss Laura Foster went to Padu- see river
Key, Lindsay
attle of Hale and John Redden.
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her sister,
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Rev. F: M. Wilson of Benton will vas boat, and without life preservers, 'Mrs. R. L. Beadles.
of the Tennessee river yesterday
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too.
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trim for another occasion.
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"No
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Owing to the fact that the State Condemnation."
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THE REGISTER

those men are well known—their insolence in meddling with everything
in this city has° reached the point
where thousands are ready and anxious to crush their power, but teen
then it is going to take a bitter fight
and one that requires men with
backbone to win. Hence, it is the
part of wisdom for the temperance
people to first lOok well to their own
forces and to proceed along wise
lines, and they must not be slow to
grasp the opportunity. The task
before them is not child's play, but
hard work that can only be aecomplished by men of determinatioti—
weaklings and hot air generators
are not wanted—only men with
backbole can till the bill.

The Political Situation.
and welfare of the community 'and at
\tt ft tt uutxztzzzuu St
There is considerable polities in the bottom of nearly el,ery
tt ft it St
shooting
unttnuntr
the air and many of the political scrape is whisky. What
the
police
PUBLISHED BY THE
leaders do not know just exactly department should do is to
detail a
itegister Newspaper Company,
"where they are at." The Republi- policeman to notify
headquarters
(Incorporated.)
can layout will try their hands at a when he finds any drunke
n negroes
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
city ticket this week,. and the people at a dance and a squad of
police rewill see what they will see. What's pail. to the place
at
once,
arrest
all
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
troubling the leaders is the fact that who are under the influen
rt tt 12 it
le
ce of liquor
JOHN WILHELM.
Treasurer
et 21 ti ti ti itt it
it ti It it
so many people in Paducah will not and close the house.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
BEFORE STARTING ON YOUR
vote for men or tickets unless it
SUMMER OUTING DON'T FAIL
TO PROVIDE YOURSELF
Entered at the Postoffice of PaduWITH SUCH NECESSITIES AS SUIT
suits them and the rank and file are
CASES, HANDY BAGS AND
The proposed erection of an audicah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
PURSES.
becoming hard to please. The oppo- torium, centrally located, is some'WE CAN SAVE YOU SOME
MONEY ON ANY OF THESE ARTI
One Year
sition to the city Democratic ticket thing the city has long needed and
CLES AND AT THE SAME TIME
Bix Months
2.50
GIVE YOU SUCH QUALITIES
continues to increase, and the peo- an enterprise of that character in the
AS
WILL PROVE ENTIRELY
Three
1.25
SATISFACTORY.
ple are waiting to see what the Re- hands of the right people will prove a
ate
One Wee* .
***
publicans have up their sleeves. Pa- success and a benefit to the city.
Anyone feeese en re.
ducah has gotten to the point where
: this paper
WE WILL SELL YOU A SPLENDID
regularly should report toe matter to
IMITATION ALLIGATOR.
no otie but the politicians and office
HAND BAG FOR so CENTS. A BETT
The Register office at once. TeleER ONE, LINED THROUGHOUT WITH A GOOD QUALITY OF
seekers can see any politics in the
obone Cumberland 318.
LEATHER FOR 98c.
"Tainted News" Organs.
city elections and the rank and tile
IN ADDITION TO THESE YOU
CAN FIND IN OUR IMMENSE.
The Register does teat propose to
ASSORTMENT ALMOST ANY DESIR
wOUld just as soon vote for a bolter
ED SIZE, SHAP
stand by and see the people of this
THE
PRICE
S RANGE FROM 4$c TO $3•75. W EARE E OR PRICE
or.a mugwump as to vote for a
ALSO SHOWcity duped by the whisky-corporaING A LINE OF LADIES' STRAP-HAN
DLE PURSES AT soc, 99e
Democrat or Republican.
the
If
AND
Floren
(By
$t.z9.
ce
Fairban
ks.)
tion -sheets and will continue to
Republicans put out an ultra-eorpo0
sound warnings. We have charged
ration man for mayor is will simply
that
the
Paducah News-Democrat is
New York, June 22.—Hats of linen,
To The Local Option People.
mean that the leadees of that parry
hand embroidered, made of dotted
in league with the lying bureaus
WE HAVE ON HAND A LIMITED
There are a number of well-intenare in cahoot' with the whisky-cor- Swiss or pique are to be worn at the
NUMBER OF SUIT CASES.
maintained and ,opported by the
boned gentlemen in this city who
poration crowd that dominated the beaches or in the country. The only WHICH WE HAVE MARKED R EMARKASLY LOW, SIZE AND
owners of public utilities and that it
QUALITY CONSIDERED, VIZ:
believe that the only way to reguDemocratic nominations and the de- trimming is a large "belie" bow of
is constantly publishing so-called
aa-INCH SUIT CASES AT
liberty
ribbon.
late the whisky traffic is to vote it
cent voters of the ctiy will proceed
$1.00
news items that municipal owner34-INCH SUIT CASES AT
A graceful wrap in the fashion is
out of existence, and to that end
to
do
Lis
little
a
ticket
their
making
on
a Spanish cavalier, round and ample,
ship is a failure, knowing full well
26-INCH SUIT CASES AT....
they propose to take a vote on the
account
own
with
.
The
thrown
one
end
whisky
ecorporaover
the shouldWE ALSO HAVE OW' EACH AT THE
the source from whence the lying
FOLLOWIN PRICES:•
eue:tion. Under a campaign contr.
$340, $6.75.
statements come and that they are tion gang -has no hesitancy about go88-50
AND
$9-sodainty
Ai
new
collar
seen
on
ducted on proper lines we believe
the
-cnt out to deceive the public and it ing into a primary or convention and French blouses is of transparent lace,
the temperante people can win, but
if they get the men they want, all very high under
deliberately and maliciously gives
the ears and shaped
Children'
s
they cannot achieve a victory with
good and' well, but if their men do to the chin in front. It is boned and
publicity to such items to aid the
WE
WOUL
D
hot air or by the outlay of a few
A'LSO CALL ATTENTION TO A BEAUTIFU
finished at the top with a band of silk
L LINE
corporations of this city to main- not win they forthwith go over and
OF CHILDRENS' AND MISSES' PARA
or velvet.
dollars to import a few florid speakSOLS RECENTLY RECEIVvote
for
ticket
the
other
feel
and
no
ED,
tain their holds upon the people of
CONSI
STING
IN
PART OF THE FOLLOWING:
charming little scarf for a head
ers to attune the public mind to the
obligation whatever to support the 'A
covering is made of shirred white Child's Ruffled Parasol, assorted colors
the city. It is reported that hun.sse
sentiment of the occasion.
Child's Sateen Parasol in red, white and
ticket nominated in the primary in chiffon and draped in the Dutch
pin
ef- Child's
dreds of extra copies of every issue
, 35c and 49c
s
Paraso
l With Silk Ruffle, assorted
Before the advocates of a local
which they participated, although fect. The tucked band has a very
.
of that journilistic deceiver that con•75C
Child's Silk Parasol. Assorted
option election take any decided
the organs which they control would full ruffle and is edged with valen98c and $t.",
tains a lot of the corporation buMisses
White
Parasols
ciennes.
steps towards precipitating a contest
Sac
reau's rot, ar4 sicattered over the have the people to believe that they
Paris has offeried us a style of long Ladies' Hemstitched White Parasols
they should line up their forces and
7Sie
Ladies'
are
honor
White
bound
suppor
Parasol
swalto
t
s
or
With Set-in inarttion at
lace cuffs to .be' worn with short
city and doubtless paid for direct98c, $1.15 and Silo
read the riot act to the men who
low
the
sleeves
dose
handed
ling
when
that
a
by
out
glove
is not dely or indirectly by the corporations
sirable. Plain filet in the same tone ununnuttrutc:::::::::::::::ttnununanuttnituvasta
answer the first bugle call, and then
We propose to introduce testi- gang on May 3 The people have as the
gown is the first choice.
invite all who cannot stand tire to
mony as to how the corporations go not forgotten how thee' whisky gang
The swastika cross is at present one
several years ago selected four of the crazes
drop out and go their way. In this about deceivi
ng the public. On this
in jewelry. They are
Democrestic and fur Republican seen on purses, card-cases, cigar
city there are too many men who page
is reproduced a number of ex.0
nominees for aldermen and voted holders, and are even embroidered on t
are long on hot air and short on tracts
u
from newspaper., from Colshirtwa
ists
and
handkerchiefs. The
for and elected them. The decent
deeds. They will line up at the tier's.
Weekly on "Tainted News"
crosses that are hand -made by Arizopeople have
opening of a campaign but they have and special
c same right and will na Indians
reference is made to the
on a silver pin are in great
3213:1113:21312:112121:1 Uttn22/313
sertainly exercise it this year.
not the courage to stand fire and "Smith Letters."
13120:33:13M
demand but are quite rare.
Many of the
Shoes are to be found in all colors
when things warm up to where Smith letters have
appeared in the
The whisky gang are the bearing this summer. They match the dress
every man must do his part then the Paducah News-Democ
rat and that
around which political machines are perfectly and are often made of the
shirking begins, and it is not long sheet may, therefo
material like the costume. These are
re, be safely classformed.
The politica
before such fellows crawl into their cd a- holding ieg
'
l machines embroidered in silk cord.
columns open to
There are
make graftees, grafters give away shoes of green kid which have
hole, and that is the last of them. anything that
steel
;dill work against the
franchises' and allow franchise con- buckles, and black rbbon knots. The
One could not go to them with a public's interest and to the
interest
ditions to be violated. The bene- patent leather boots have white or
five-dollar bill and get them to of the corporations,
•
yet it pretends
shepherd's plaid tops. There are also
ficiaries of this graft are public util- blue
changc their vote, but a fear of los- to be for the people,
"The improper influencing of public : free of charge
shoes in the shade known as
and when it
we naturally $
ity corporations. The bearings Deed "nattier." A novelty in high
opinion by paid advertising published ed a rat somewhere*
ing a few dollars in trade will make does that it brands itself as
shoes is as
, tile
a lying
news,
of
and by the disserniation of i—The Leader, Riehmo
"mordore" leather fastened with
many a max hunt his hole.
ne, Vs.hypocrite, and strange to say many oil, the oil comes from the franchise tabs
'inspired' news, prevails in Britain and
instead of bottons or laees
If the temperance forces intend to people are fooled by its hypocrisy. grabbers. Oiled with the "e- brand
Enameled flower pins are the most Canada, as well as in the United, "The reading public a
go into the fight they should de-1 Be seems that Collier's Weekly of oil, the bearings allots' the ma- suitable brooches
for young girls to States. Corporation agencies are be- worse evil than 'tainted
mand of every man that he possess 'ha, taken the pains to investigate chine to run smoothly and grind out wear on a thin frock. Leaves in col- hind many of the dispatches and corn- press. This is to journ
BACKBONE enough to stand on , the bureaus of the corporations, and more grafters who give more Iran: oring like autumn foliage or early . innications circulated on this con- sanded sugar used to be,.
chises and wink at more violations spring leaves are always attractive. finest. adversely criticising the re- eery business, but infinit
the firing line until the last shot is this is what it finds:
sults of municipal ownership in the coptive. more injuriots
and the four-leaf clover is very
pop- United
of cpnditions which enables the P.-U.
fired. The kquor traffic is backed
ular.
Kingdom. These often appear eriminal."—The Public,
Tiny
strands
of seed pearls
The principal client of the Michre corporations to make more 'I" oil
to be written by independent and aptwisted together is the latest
by millions of dollars, and thousands elis & Ellswor
novelty
concer
th
n is e group
of dollars from the outside will be of modest philanthropists who do to be applied again to the thirsty in a necklace. Single strands of pink. parently competent observers, but
"A growing practice
really associated professionally with sidiously to the
red or white coral, and rather
poured into this city and the war_ not believe in amnisipal oweership bearings. Hence if we will destroy
public
small
the trust combinations that are striv- articles which,
turquoise beads, jade, lapis lazuli
though
and ing
fare on the liquor side will be car-! and are able and willing to spend a the liquor traffic we destroy the po- pale green
bard to circumscribe municipal (ion is paid for, hay
amazon stunts are very.
!great deal of money to insinuate their litical machine and its product, the
tied along on bushwhacking . lines;
fashionable. Pendants of small cross- ownership."—The Toronto World.
appearance of genera
unbelief into the columns of the
grafter. Then there will be no es or those made over from
there is nothing too low for that !press through the agency
—
fee the intermatign
old-fash-'61 the Pub"Collier's contention is that any define the policy of
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matter
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but should only
withove backbone and weak in the in Boston, Cnisage. New York ant ers of existing ones will be required be
newspaper receives pay bhould be ly. It will enli
won on dressy occasions.
Washin
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CeP;er
s has settght dil- to live up to conditions set forth in
kneesecannot :stand before them.
printed in such form or with such the smaller uewspa
Very fancy lace and ribbon
igently to learn the identity of these the contract, and
to obey the law. aprons are found popular trimmed descriptive caption or addendum as nal. Detroit.
No greater injury could be done open-handed philant
this sumhropists, hut has
the temperance side than after the failed. The managers of the Poblici- Graft destroyed. the people would mer. They are made of sheer ba- will enable the reader to understand
that it is matter which is paid for by
-I am glad to
contest is well under way for de- 14* Bureau refuse to tell; and another demand and receive better service tiste, flowered muslin or dotted Swiss parties
and are trimmed with
interested in having it pub- i news* campaign b
valenci
ennes lished.
sertions to occur in. the ranks, and 'agent of the same anti-municipal own- and the corporation not having io and bows of
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ng to absolutely
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or's' desk is loaded with it. A aid, Spartanb ur
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wish to present the other side of their
temperance side for the deliberate 'municipal ownership." Failing to se- schemers to foster and further their anywhere that there is an excuse for great deal of it is the surreptitious
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Too much stock and not enough time causes us to prolong our sale. We have
sold lots of goods; sale has been a success; though thousands of dollars' worth
of good merchandise still remains to be sold. That's why we start the second
sale MONDAY, NNE 24tb.
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MOST MERCILESS CUT ON SUITS
THERE'S GOING TO BE A SUIT SALE PROPER MONDAY MORNING,
AND IT'S GOING TO
LAST ALL WEEK. IF THE SUITS HOLD RUT. THIS IS WHAT
IT IS: ALL THOSE PRINCE
CHAP sum SEMI-FITTING BACK SUITS, TIGHT FITTING SUITS, MAD
E OF E NGLIS H
CLOTHS AND PANAMAS, LINED WITH SATIN AND PEAU DE CHfIN
IA MADE AND TAILORAMERICA'S BEST MANUFACTURERS AND FIT JUST
ED
THE RIGHT WAY; THAT'S THE
KIND OF SUIT WE HAVE PLACED ON OUR RACKS FOR MONDAY
AND ARE GOING TO GIVE
YOU YOUR CHOICE FOR
VOILE, LINEN, SILK AND PANAMA SKIRTS FOR LESS THAN
THE MATERIAL
IN THEM
COST.

COVERT

COATS

OR

FITTING

PLAID

JACKETS —

LOOSE

MANY STYLES TO SHOW.

Ten Dollars for Choice of 100 Suits Mortday,\June 24th
THERE WAS NEVER SUCH A
LOT OF SUITS SHOWN THE
PUBLIC FOR THE PRICE MENTIONED IN THE ADVERTISEMENT.

TEN
DOLLARS MAY SEEM
MUCH TO YOU, BUT WHEN
YOU GET A GLIMPSE OF THE
SUITS IT WILL LOOK TRIVIAL

Must Sell the Stock
IT IS OUR GREATEST DESIRE TO CLOSE OUT ALL OUR STOCK.
LARGE AND THE BACKWARD

AUQUA
$ TO-NIGHT
THIS AFTERNOON
. H. FINESCHRIEOF IOWA.

SEASON HAS NOT HELPED

IT HAS

GROWN

TO DECREASE IT.

TOO

flowers is vary inappropriate for traycling in the train. Get a natural colcoed strawiand trim it with black taffeta ribbon, and, perhaps a wing or
quills.
Belts of linen, leather and ribbon
are particularly attractive this summer. A linen belt stitched on the
edge has a soft ribbon lace in the
back, front and sides. The holes for
the buttons are buttonhole stitched.
The knotted ends in the back were
fastened with smail tassels. All the
separate ribbon girdles had two long
ends in the back. The belt part made
of wide ribbon was laid in soft plaits
and kept in place by tiny pearl buttons. The buttons are put in the
front and back or embroidery applique may be used instead. Fancy belts
of gold and silver braid are now seen
in the New York shops. Silk elastic
belts jetted or set with steel or edged
with tiny plaitings of silk ribbon are
shown among the novelties. The
open effect in the very large buckles
are from three to six inches in height
and the same in length. The beautifully wrought ones are in much better taste than those set with large
stones.
MOVED BACK HOME.
Mr. Blaine Kilgore Moved From
Riverside Hospital—Other Sick
People.
Mr. Blaine Kilgore was moved yesterday from Riverside hospital in
Undertaker Nance's ambulance, t
his room at the Paul Dysart resi_
dence on Fountain avenue. Mr. Kit_
gore was operated on ten days ago
for appendicitis, and is rapidly recovering.
Corena, the three-year-old daugh_
ter of Mr. Roy Morgan of nos Clay
street, was painfully burned yesterday by some hot starch overturning
on the little one.
Mr. Morris Hirschfield yesterday
%rot wo-d from Louisville that hia
father was much better. The layer
was dangerously ill for a while. as
a result of a stroke of pv•alyais.
Steadily and in an tenconraging
manner does Mrs. Frank Parham
continue to recover from the opera(ion she underwent.

Editor, The 1-ierald, Augusta, Ga.
"William Wolff Smith may have
reduced the 'publicity bureau'. t.1 a
more perfect system than at j• one
else, but he has a score qt imitators.
* * The Smith service has a pow'
erful rival at the national capitol in a
news bureau that seems to be conducted solely in the interest of increased appropriations for the intertor waterways of the country, although it is difficult to figure out who
pays the bills for boosting such a
general proposition.
This bureau
evidently gets out special copy for
different sections, as the letters it.
sends to the 'Leader' from week to
week nearly always start off with anecdotes. of 011ie James or John Wesley Gaines or some other Kentucky
or Tennessee Congressman."—Leader, Lexington, Ky.
"There are a few publishers scattered about the country who
have
the hayseed out of their hair, and
they did not have to take a New
York education 'n order to get it
out.
We know 'tainted news' when we see
it."—The News, Newburyport, Mass.

"On the subject of 'tainted news'
it must be remarked that there
are
very, very few papers in the,sountry
that have not been caught on
it at
one time or another. In almost every
mail to every newspaper comes really
interesting stories bearing upon one
or another of the things of public
inspArt. They really look
authentic
and legitimate, but in every one
of
them there is a 'joker.' It may not
be apparent irt a casual perusal,
but
it is there, woven in with a subtle
ness
that cunningly conceals it."—Eveni
ng
Star. Elmira, N. Y.
":The True American' has ventur
ed rashly into its own print to
justify the entire business so vigorously
lampooned -by Collier's, and declares
that 'the interests' have a right
to
present their side to the public in
this
way. We think - the editor who
penned that comment would think
differently if he caught an 'intere
st' regu!arty bribing one of his report
ers to
doctor his copy the way Collier's
says
the Washington stuff is treate
d."—
The Home News, New
Brunswick,
N. J.
The manager of the McKeesport,
Pa., "Daily News" succintly remarks:
"There is no law to stop any man
from mailing us contributions
We
have a furnace."

Tom Jones, colored, was
arrested
last night by Officers Hill
and
ers 'on the charge of whipp Rog
ing his
"There is no doubt that corporawife, on Burnett street.
tions have tried to influence public
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was sentiment in this
way."—Printer's
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NOTES FROM
LABOR WORLD. U

Chief Statistician Pidgin, of the
, made
Bureau of Labor,
Massachusetts
TO
COST HIM THAT MUCH
bulletin recently showing
public
i
a
Washington, D. C., June 22.—DurGET DRUNK AND
that the increase in the cost of liv- ing the coming week the InternaDISORDERLY.
ing for loon exceeded the average tional Peace congress, having comwage increase.
pleted its preliminary work and ready
An organization of school janitors to take up the more serious business
T. N. Letcher Was Given Continu- is contemplated in Minneapolis, and at hand, will continue to attract a
ance Until Tomorrow of the Sevsteps have been taken to secure a large share of the world's attention
eral Charges Against Him.
charter from the American Federa- to The Hague.
tion of Labor.
The case of Judge Loving, charged
The Isiassachusetts state conven- with the murder of Theodore Estes,
Association of a case that already has attracted
Virgil Deboe was fined $30 and tion of the National
be held in much attention, will be called for
will
Engineers
Stationary
police
the
in
costs by Judge Cross
and 13.
trial Monday at Houston, Va.
court yesterday morning on the New Bedford, July 12
Next week the two national unions
The week will witness the annual
charge of being drunk and disorderly.
meet in seperate commencement exercises at Yale,
Joseph Bush and Ellen Bush were of papermakers will
city—
Harvard and other of the big New
arraigned on the charge of immoral- conventions but in the same
are England colleges.' A similar event
efforts
Mass.,—and
'Northampton,
continuity, and the warrant given a
to he made to get together.
of interest to another section of the
ance until tomorrow by the judge.
All mechanics in France are oblig- country will be the semi-centennial
Hardison
Gertie Clark and Aubry
of from celebration of the University of the
were both fined $20 and costs for im- ed serve an apprenticeship
half of South, the historic institution at Seduring
years,
three
to
two
morality.
they receive no wanee, Tenn.
A fine of $30 and cOsts was assess- which period at least,
themselves.
President Roosevelt is expected to
ed. against William Sanders for a wages, and must board
Mark Jardine, who recently took attend the intercollegiate boat races
breach of the peace.
John Niehaus, the druggist, was his seat as mayor of the city of Rock- at Poughkeepsie next Wednesday, in
of the Leath- which the crews of Cornell, Columfined $5 and costs for slapping and ford, Ill., is a member
cursing a little boy named Bentley erworkers' union, and past president bia, Wisconsine, Pennsylvania, Syraof the national organization.
cuse, Georgetown and Annapolis naLoftin.
For sverat years the King's Daugh- val academy will take part.
T. N. Letcher was arraigned for
t
of Mississippi have, labored paOxford university on Wednesday
trial on the charge of obtaining goodsers
tiently and persistently to secure the will confer honorary degrees on Mark
by false pretenses, and given a post_
enactment of a child labot law. The
ponement until next Monday.
lower house of the legislature at its
The Profits of Corporations.
last session was willing to accept the
CLINTON NOTES.
(Louisville Post.)
child labor statute, but it was defeatWe notice in an exchange the stateed in the senate.
(Gazette)
The International Union of Bill- ment: "There seems to be a wideBen Hailey died Sunday at his posters and Bitters has articles of spread feelin, that all corporations
home west of town of a congestive agreement with all circuses and out- should be restricted to making a fair
chill, after a few hours' illness. He door shows through which all bill profit on the amount of money with
was 40 years old the isth of this posting and billinn will be done by which they originally began business,
and that if they seek to make a profit
month and is survived by his wife union men.
There are to 000,000 American wo- on the present value of their plant,
and five children and a number of
other relatives. The burial took place men doing their own work in their built up by the energy and enterprise
own homes without pay. while 1.500,- of the owners and augmented by the
Monday at New Chapel.
Mrs. Mary E. Henry died Tuesday 000 servants and waiters look after general increase of value growing out
evening at 8 o'clock at the home of the wants of the remaining 6,000.000 of our prosperity, it should be unfavorably regarded as being improper if
her daughter, Mrs. • John. Howard faanilies in the country.
The trade agreement between the not absolutely dishonest."
Humphreys at Fulgham, and the burWe think this is an erroneous stateial took place Wednesday afternoon United Brotherhood of Carpenters
at the family graveyard in Graves and Joiners and the Amalgamated ment concerning the attitude of the
county, the service being conducted Society of Carpenters and Joiners has public towards the earnings of coragain been extended to Septemter 1. porations. It applies solely to the
by Rev. Wm. Mobley.
Evans,
east
This
extension was made to afford public service corporations—that is.
C.
F.
of
At the farm
of town, yesterday afternoon his lit- the general council at its .next meet- to eorporations whose earnings are
tle girl. aged 4 years, wandered into ing time to further deliberate on the altogether out of proportion to the
capital invested, whose capital has rethe wheat field where the binders proposition of amalgamation.
The general manager of the Illinois ceived an artificial increase through
were at work, and the driver, not
knowing She was there, drove over Glass company one of the largest em- publig favors, privileges, franchises,
her, and she was caught in the sickle ployers of child labor in the United however acquired. The public beand badly injured. Her right arm States..., who has been prosecuted lieves that they should he served upon
was so badly mangled that is war de- many time; for violating the law, has reasonable rates, and that they are.
cided to amputate it above the el- now decilltred in favor of a national in fact, the partners in telephone and
bow. Her right leg was also terribly child labor law which would put all telegraph companies, in railroad commanufacturing institutions
on an panies. in traction companies, in gas
lacerated by the knives.
The twin sister of this little girl equal footing He believes the age and electric lighting companies, in all
was burned to death a year and a limit !-- hould be 14 years and that all companies which practcally serve the
half or two years ago and her ruothsr children who are not working should public: without any direct compensation.
be compelled to go to school.
died in March.
There can be no question that the
The National Women's Trade UnElder J. T. Rambo. who has been
attending Crozer Seminary a: Ches ion League. the promoters of which earnings of .these corporations have
ter, Pa.. and also floing some pastoral claim to have over 100.000 workers been greatly increased because of
ssork in that stite at Folsam, near enrolled in membership, held a con- these special public privileges The
Philadelphia. has acceikted a call from vention in New York recently and valoe of these stocks has been due to
the Baptist church at Jr.ckson. La.. elected officers. The delegates also an unearned increment, to the grOwth
Mr. mapped out work for the coming of communities, to the investment of
to succeed Rev. E. L. Atwood..
Rambo stopped !fere this week en year and formulated plans for a na- taxes in improving streets and makjog the town attractive, to various
tional convention.
:flute to his new charge.
devices of promoting the general welThe
Mills,
Burlington
management
Star
the
of
miller
at
Charley Nall,
got his hand caught in the machinery railroad, after twenty years of oppo- fare through public taxation. When
yesterday and the middle finger was sition, has recogn.zed the Brother- this work is done through the constiso badly crushed that It may be nec- hood of Locomotive Engineers and tuted authorities of government pubhas signed the first wage scale with lic franchises are greatly enhanced
essary to amputate it.
J. M. Jones of Paducah drove into that organization since the great in value, and the public utilities cortown yesterday and will remain a strike of the engineers on the bur- porations water their capital in order
to conceal their earnings.
lington in 1885
week. •
It is against this kind of corporate
The agitation against child labor is
showing its effect in New Jersey. Ac- earnings that the people protest.
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
cording to the annual report recently There is no protest whatever against
On the Mangishlak peninsula, in the issued by the state commissioner of corporations that through energies.
Caspian sea, is a smail lake filled with labor the percentage of children un- enterprise, advertising and organizaseaweed of a violet hue which also der the legal age employed in New tion develop their own business, in"gives off a distinct scent of violets. Jersey factories is less than it has crease their own profits by the better
service they render to the community.
The most deadly poison known is been for many years.
There is a far wider distinction beOne thousand-milstrophanthidin.
Hyde-McGuire Wedding.
tween these public sevice corporalionth of an mince is an injurious
q qiir
'Winchester. Va.. June 22.—Christ tions and these pr'vate corporations
dose.
For drainage and irrigation Holland church this city, was the scene of than exist between the private corpohas the astonishing total of L000,000 a society wedding of note today when rations and the partnership or the inMiss Leila Moss McGuire, daughter dividual merchant.
miles of canals and ditches.
It is well always to keep in mind
The sameforce that moves a ton of Dr. William P. McGuire, became
on a smooth highway will move eight the bride of Lewis Livingston Hyde this distinction in all discussions of
tons on a railway, or thirty-two tons of New York. The ceremony was at- public questions. If the partners care
tended by guests from several states. to incorporate it is their own affair.
on a canal.
The bride is related to many prom- No public privilege is conferred by
In Russia the nobility enjoy freedom from poll tax; in Germany cer- inent Virginia families and is a niece such an act of incorporation. It is
tain noble families pay no taxes at all. of Henry St. George Tucker. presi- simply the latest form of partnership
A century ago France had 26 per dent of the Jamestown exposition. %Vial a limited liability. The earnings
cent of the population of Europe. To- Mr. Hyde is a prominent lawyer and of such a corporation cannot be made
day only one European in ten is a clubman of New York. The couple large except by a popular service, by
will spend the autumn and winter in securing custom in competition with
Frechman.
A record sponge. to feet in circum- Europe. and on their return will live other enterprises. The public rarely
knows anything about the earnings of
ference and two feet thick, was found in New York.
such corpoc6tions, it makes no ina few years ago by some spone fi:bquiry into their capitalization, and exers off the Bahama islands.
FULTON NEWS.
cept the creditors, cares nothing whatOn the banks of the River Punts,
ever about its business management.
(Fulton Leader.)
in South America,, are found a small
There is little popular jealousy of
Firemen J. E. Willingham, V. C.
tribe of Indians whose dark skin is
Venable and H. B. Turner, were ex- great wealth in America. N 'body i.;
spotted with lighter blotches.
quite as well off as everybody else is
lo Austria only 18 pee cent, of the amined yesterday for promotion.
Robert Williams, the negro ar- striving to be. On the other hand,
inhabitants are engaged in agriculture. while in the sister country. Hun- re-4rd upon the charge of highway there is little purse pride tmong the
gary, no less tha 64 in each too are robbery, was given a preliminary rich people of America. The man
trial yesterday at Clinton and was who becomes ostentatious ln nis exengaged in tilling the land.
• Is Chinese doctor's fee ranges from hound over to await the action of penditures or boastful concerning h's
the circuit court. He is the negro wealth is soon astracied by his assii2 cents to to cents.
ia te s.
In London there are over acio.ono accused of robbing•Geo. Cherry.
Sheriff J. T. Seat i4 in
But there is a disposition in cerHot
factory girls.
The yellow stone lichen is the slow- Springs. Ark., in search of health. tain quarters among rich men to use
During his absence Goalder Johnson the power of combined' wealth for ulest growing of all known plants.
is acting sheriff and evil doers are terior purposes. They assume that
as the business of corporations inhaving no rest.
The Dallas Chautauqua.
William Carter, of Clinton, has creases they are gradually raised
been granted a patent on a switch above the ordinary obligations of citf).
Texas, June 22.—What stand. He will at once place his in- izenship. This is the attitued of Pre'pr misl1 to be the most successful vention before the railroad authori- irdeesennt tB
s.aer, an attitude that the public
SC Ofl in the history of the Dallas ties'. 1am:1'1pm assembly will be opened
The injunction granted by Judge
If corporations having special or
°morrow. to continue until the last Bugg to prevent the Cumberland exclusive privileges labored to meet
day of _bins. frominiat Anuatag,
Telephone company from nioving its the demands erlApir_enstomers as do
open ers to be heard are William J. exchange from Hickman 'ii-a`s been 'm
-etchanfs-anci-manufactureis in-fiterr
Bryan, Dr. Fr6:k e'rtinsaulus of Chi- sustained by the court cif appeals.
contests for competitive business
cago. Senator Bob TaTylor of TenMr,. I. T. Burton and Miss Onia they. too, would by better service deses!, O. ;Me Fre teri-k VVarile he nol-1 RIfinsey are visiting in Paducah to- velop business and no one %!i•ould
ed Shakesocarear 'eet,trzr.
.1'-•• 't!&, reward Ino reat.

Twain, Ambassador Reid, Rudyard
Kipling and several other notables.
An event of interest to golf players
throughout the country will be the
annual open championship tournament of the United States Golf association, which will be contested on
Thursday and Friday at the Hinsdale
club, near Chicago. ,
The same day will also witness the
annual races between the crews of
Harvard and Yale at New London,
Conn.
A three days' conference is to open
in New Orleans Thursday for the purpose Of giving definite shape to the
movement inaugurated by the Progressive Union of that city to hold a
Bi-Oceanic Exposition to celebrate
the opening of the Panama canal in
19'5.
Important questions are scheduled
for discussion at the tenth annual
convention of the Federation of
American -Zionists, wihch is to begin
its session!. Friday at Tannersville, N.
Y.
Saturday will be inatigurafon day
in Georgia. when Hoke Smith will
formally assume the governorship in
succession to Jor.eph M. Terrell.
YAQUI VILLAGE WIPED OUT.

tT

Tfe
American-German
National Bank
Capital 1.
$230,000.00
Surplus and UndividediProfits . . 100,000.00
Stockholders' Liability
230,000.00
Total . . . . _ $560.00n.00
TotaV Resources . ;$985,453.23
DIRECTORS)
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A. Bauer, Louis P'.'Kolb, H.
Petter, C. F. Rieke, Muscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
Ihompson, President4: T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.

Six Indians Killed and Two Soldiers
Younded.
Guaymus, !Mexico, June 21.--1.Word
has just reached Col. Alberto Aduna,
a military chief of the port that
troops of the national guard under
Francisco Cota Wednesday attacked
and wiped out a village of Yaqui Indians, north of Ortiz in the Cerro de
Las Jajas. Six Yaquis were killed.
the troops escaping with one man
wounded. A number of prisoners
were taken and various supplies confiscated.
The troops, according to the message, swooped down on the village
which was made up of some thirty Indian families. The attack was a surprise and the troops attained a position of vantage where the Indians
were at their mercy.
It is understood all prisoners will
be deported to Quintanaroo, the Mexican territory in the extreme southern part of the republic. The new;
of the engagement caused a feeling
of general satisfaction here, the peopie believing that only through such
methods can the outlying and uninhabited districts of the state be made Ara prepared to make any size of
pipe you want
secure.

INSURE WITH

BEBOUT /11, SMITH
"Anything in Insurance"

OFFICE 306 B'WY

PHONE1385

The Paducah Con
crete Sewer Pipe
and Block Co.
BUILDING BLOCKS

Ballston Spa's CentenniaL
Ballston Spa, N. Y., June n.—This
noted resort has donned gala attire
and otherwise prepared for a wzek
of festivities in celebration of the
town's centennial. Athletic contests
were held today and tomorrow there
will be special anniversary services
in all the churches. Tuesday will be
the big day of the celebration. On
that day there will he a big military
and civic parade, followed by literary exercises at which the speakers
will be Governor Hughes, Gen. Horatio King and J Cutler Milliman,
formerly lieutenant governor of Iowa.

Of al sizes and shapes. Our blocks
are the most perfect building material on the market.
OUR PIPES
ARE THE BEST
They improve every year they sae
left in the ground.
337 Farley Place.

DELAYS
ARE DAN
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000D
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constantly receiving new goods.

nice line to select from. It will pay

cigars are not all imported,
Imported cigars are not s
good.
However,

every

cigar

A

you to come to see us.

Goods and

consulting a rel

prices will please.

Dentist at on

GI1AI6 DRUGSTORE

and most rdt

we

you will fin

soil Broadway.

keep—whether imported or domestic—is a good, satisfaction-

Both Phones 045.

promoting smoke.

J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST

El

C. COPELAND

BATH AND:BROADWAY

Edgar
Paducah Burial Association

Contractor for

Incorporated and Bonded.
HOUSE PAINTING, SIGN WRIT-

Best, Cheapest and Safest.
Home Company

ING.

PAPER HANGING AND DECOAnd for TO cetns per month $so beneRATING.
fit, 20 cents per month licio benefit.
Investigate it and .oin now, for toPad
morrow may be too late. Directors:
tuc
S. T. Randle, president, C. T. Allen,
sue
Ke
secretary, Real listate and Loan.; J.
treasurer,- ciiiddir
chanics and Farmers Bank; S. P.
Pool. Funeral ..litector; Rex Cor-1
,
!fir
New Phone TOOL
..11*
r.eilison, Lea-roe Co.

Decorating and Fresco work
Specialties

•

•

WV_ THEY CO
INTO POLITICS

of a million men and it is still
ing .at a rapid rate. At the pr
time state and local unions, or nized on a firm ,basis, exist in all the
Southern ,taites and in Iowa, Kansas,
Nebraska, Oregon California and Illinois.

TWO-CENT RATE WH ITTEMORE' 1 Mattil,Efinger
COLUMN OF
OVER COUNTRY REAL ESTATE
Undertakers and Embalmers.
BARGAINS
130 S. THIRD STREET:

JUBILEE OF SEWANEE.

PADUCAH.

RAILROADS WILL GIVE PLAN
FRATERNITY BUILDING TELEA TRIAL THROUGHOUT
COUNTRY.
PHONES 835.
Attempt to Defeat Prospective LegisSewartee, Tenn., June 22.-Special
lation, Which They Consider
Memphis and
Atlanta,
trains
from
Confiscatory of Roads.
The Agricultural Wheel and the Al$85o Monroe street 5oxi65 foot lot,
other points are bringing large parliance Also Barred Politics by the
raorth
side between Sixteenth street
emi-cen.
attend
the
t,
ties of alumni to
UNDERTAKERS i and EMBALMERS
oCnstitutiona.
lorantain avenue; shade trees;
tetinial celebration ot, the University
Chicago,
Ill.,
June
21.-After
a rine lot for home building. Half cash. 211-213
of the South. The jubilee is to he conference
South Third Street,.
PADUCAH KY.
between thc Wes-tern railcelebrated during the coming„week in road
presidents
today
was
it
f:eely
..aChicago, Ill., June 22.-The nation- connection with the annual corn$155o No. 1126 Trimble street four
, predicted that within sixty days there room
al leaders of both political parties mencement exercises.
house, 40 foot lot; good neigh'
would be a two-cent eate in force
have lately had their attention directbors. Half cash.
The exercises will be formally oped to the possibility of the Farmers' ened tomorrow whet the students, throughout the United States on all
Om twenty west end lots South of
union going into active politics. faculty and visitors will gather in St. interstate passenger business. The
- While it would perhaps be putting it Augustine's chapel to listen to the presidents met to discuss the Missou- Norton street and between 26th and
a little 400 strongly to say that they semi-centennial sermon to be preach- ri situation and the lawyers met to 29th streets, some lots irregular shape
are alarmed over the possibility it is ed by Bishop Sessums of Louisiana discuss the Illinois situation. The lat- and some low, brook runs through
aevertheless true that the rapid in- In the afternoon memorial exercises ter practically decided that the-e corner about four acres, all for $600,
crease in the organization is already will be held at the historic corner- would be no effort to stop the en- $200 cash balance 1 and 2 years, make
forcement of the 2-cent -rate in this some one a good home place with
causing muct uneasiness.
stone of th_e university and will be state at
this time. It was also the garden.
FOR 5c A DAY WE CAN PROThe Farmees' union was not or- participated in by many notables.
general opinion that.there would be
ganized for political purposes and
The event of Monday will be the no difficulty
VIDE YOU WITH THE REAL
in ultimately defeating
5400 Seven Mechanicsburg 40 ft.
the leader's of the movement insist laying of the cornerstone for the new
1••••. $9) cash and lao per month bays
that politics will be barred. But this home of the Phi Delta Theta, which the 2-cent legislation everywhere.
COMFORTS OF HOME.
There are two points upon which all of them. You can by accept:Ina
statement is not reassuring to the is to be the finest fraternity house in
they
rely
most
as
follows!
1, • peoposaion be buy:mg seven lots
politicians, who remember how the the South. Tuesday the graduating
First-The new laws are practicallyi 16:- only Ito per toonta. No trouble
leaders of the Farmers' alliance years exercises of the senior class wilt be
ago declared there would be no pol- held. Wednesday will be observed a% legislation in regulation and control these lots.
iticians in the organization and how Alumni day. The semi-centennial ex- of interstate rates.
$too Acre
of ground between
Second-There is no provision in
a few years later the alliance played ercises will be held Thursday, when
havoc with the older political parties. addresses will be delivered by Gov- the laws for a review of them by the Hinkleville road and Jefferson street.
There is a striking similarity be- ernor Patterson, President Ira Rein- courts. There are two other points Half cash.
tween the new organization and the sen of Johns Hopkins university. which have been rocegnized as fol$850 Jefferson street lot. North side
old. In their place of origin, purposes Chancellor Kirkland of Vanderbilt lows!
Between i3th and 14th streets. 40 It.
Pirst-Most of the laws practically
and growth the two have been al- university, and others.
Jefferson
deprive the railroads of their day in Only lot at the price on
most,identical.
street, east of Fountain avenue.
The University of the South was court by reason
of punitive damages.
The first farmers' alliance had its founded in 1857 by Southern leader
Second-The laws arc confiscatory
$150 Rowlandtown, so ft. lots, $10
birth in Lampasas county, Texas, in of the time, who saw the need for a
cash, balance $5 per month, some at
1876. The tzbjccts of this pioneer great inatitution of its kind in the in character.
In the meantime, however, the $200.
association were purely local, and South. The university was complet•
conAned to defence against tbe dep- ed at the time of the civil war, when presidents have decided that in order
$to-4 acres, a special bargain.
erdations of cattle and land thieves. it became a camp•for soldiers, and be- to, preserve a uniformity in rates and
Mearanicsbur
g between 'Sears' store
The movement was taken up. however fore the war ended the college was to preserve the relations between the
avenue, cleared land,
Yeiser
and
various
gateways
it
is
necessary
to
by other counties. and in 1886 a Far- completely destroyed. Immediately
market; garden or
for
ready
now
apply
the
two
-cent rate to interstate
mer's Alliance was formed in the after the war a log house was erectnew
state. Its declaration of principles ed, and with nine students, the build- business. They also decided that in dairy. Fronts 600 feet on
buys
cash
street.
$250
$1200,
graded
the
states
where
4-cent law prevailed
included the "education of the agri- ing of a great College for the South
are ready will make
cultural classe• in the science of was resumed. 'today it has many it would be advisable to place all this. When you
lots.
25
rates
upon
a
2-cent
basis and cut out
economical government in a strictly fine stone building•, situated in the
on-partisan spirit." and the develop- midst of a beautiful park of R,000 all reduced rates for special occasions.
$2000 No. 42.4 South Ninth street
Western roads are considering the
cut of. a ''better state mentally. acres. In recent years the college
1 -2 story 5-room house, 40 foot lot
advisability of absorbing switching
rally, socially and financially"
$5oo cash, balance easy.
has been the recipient of large do- charges on
coal destined to industries
In the meanwhile, organiaation of nations from several philanthropists,
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST
armers were growing up in the ad- among the donors being J Pierpont in Chicago. The New York Central
lines do this for industries situated $2,500. two-story 6-room house, two
cent states. In Arkansas was the Morgan and Andrew Carnegie.
on their roads, and the western lines 40 foot lots, corner Nineteenth street
eel, so-called, which first saw the
believe they may have to do the same and Goebel avenue and Tennessee
hi of day in a school house in
MEMORIAL TO BAYARD.
street. Vacant lot on corner. End
competition
in
S.
tern Arkansas. in 1882. In Louisnew Nineteenth street car line.
of
a was the Farmers' union Duk22.--A
Wilmington, Del., June
wagon
place
for
Would make fine
AOKI WILL REMAIN.
OLD PHONE 487-a
es from the latter met with dele- bronze statue of Thomas F. Bayard.
NEW 2326-28 S. 3rd St,
yard or store.
s from the Texas Farmers State former United States Senator, formTokio. June 22 -While there is
nce, at Waco, in 1887, and out er secretary of state, and first amthe two bodies was formed the bassador of the United States to the unanimity of opinion here that Am$25o new Mechanicsburg house,
onal Farmers' Alliance and Co- Court of St. James, was unveiled to- bassador Aoki is unfitted for his pres- Vaughn's addition; 40 foot lot; rents
rative Union of America. At day with interesting but modest cer- ent post at Washington, and it is for $60 per year or 20 per cent inWE USE
.dian. bliss., December 5. t888, emonies. Ex-President Grover Cleve- certain that attempts have been made terest on the investment; is a good
d a convention between this land. in whose kat cabinet Mr. Bay- to remove him, he has very powerful place to putit.
in and the National Agri- ard was Secretary of State and who political support. and moreover being
$625 Boyd street 50-foot lot, north
eel, and from it was appointed him ambassador to Great the senior of Viscount Hayashi. the
foreign minister in the diplomatic side, nearby church; $5o cash, bal
e Farmers and Laborers' Britain, delivered the oration.
aervice, it would he a very delicate ance $10 per month.
merica. At the next anThe statue is located at Woodlawn
g. held in St. Louis, in and Shallcross avenoes, at the en- matter for the latter to recall him
me of that organization, trance to Rockford park, and it was Unless strong proof can be furnished
$5oo lot, 4oxi5o, north side TrimOW spread over the south here that the ceremonies' of the day that Amba,sador Aoki is persona non ble street between Ninth and Tenth.
rt of the west and the were held in the presence of a large grata at Washington. it is not likely Half cash.
$ changed to that of the gathering that included state and city that Viscount Hayashi will take the
initiative in removing him from the
$250 corner lot, 5oxi65 feet, Jackmers' Alliance and In- officials and other invited.guests.
First
son and Twenty-fifth streets, tine
, a name by which it
Judge George Gray presided, and position.
Because o irons smothly, not
There are rumors, however, to the lot; $25 cash, balance $5 per month.
known until its dis- after a prayer by Bishop Coleman,
rough.
ears later, to be reviv. the oration was delivered by Mr. effect that the Japanese ambassador
Second.
-room
avenue
$3000--Foqnr
6
ain
is
very
unpopular not only with the
ulist party.
Clveland. The ex-President spoke
The
button
holes, or stud
Founcorner
northwest
home.
Lot
treed, the origin and eloquently of the life and character Japanese. but among the Americans
holes match.
Bath;
street.
avenn,
tain
Harrison
generally,
and
should this prove true
armers' Alliance and of Mr. Bayard and dwelt espezially
Third.
ion present many upon his distinguished services as a his removal might be deemed neces- Good Home place; easy terms.
Negligee shirts with buttons
sary.
despite
the
strong influences
ng similarity.
statesman and diplomatist.
$t3oo- Cay street, north side. beare ironed perfectly and withr organization, the
The memorial statue was modeled now supporting him here.
tween Seventeenth and Nineteenth.
out injury.
had its origin in by Mias Effie Stillman (now Mrs.
Fountain Park addition. $500 cash.
Fourth.
The condemnation of the rich is
Raines county, that William Ritchie), of London, and was
Itirons either stiff or pleated
confession
of
---Marshall
failure
230
county
Of
to
farm
make
$2400
your
n met on August 28, cast at a bronze foundry in England.
bosoms like new, and the
acres, on the installment plan; on Litan organization to It is about seven feet in height and own little pile.
"hump" so often seen is missSARATOGA SPRINGS N. Y.
rmers' union. The represent. Mr. Ilayard in a charactertle Bear creek; all in light timber;
ing.
Fairs
in
Kentucky
balcash,
During 1907.
timber been cut over; $500
I the organization istic pose, with a cloak thrown over
No other like it in West KenKnights Templar- - $26.20 ance $2oo per yt.tr. Finest chance
he following consti- one arm and a roll. Of paper in the
•
and to 7th inclusive, good
July
vooraelf
by
Crab Orchard, July 10-12.
Maroffered
in
to buy a farm ever
other hand.
returning until July tath with
fo..t latIndry.
Stanford, July 17-19.
shall county.,
as much as posprivilege of extension until July
Henderson, July 23-27.
ortgage and credit
King's Fete at Windsor.
24th, upon payment of $1.00 ex$350-50-foot lot on ,Maytield road,
Lancaster, July 24-16.
tra. Through sleeper from Paro minutes walk Loin I. C. R. R
Madisonville, July 30 Angst 3.
members in buyLondon, June 22.:---One of the most
ducah to Buffalo on train 104.
chops.
Danville, July 31 August 2.
brilliant functions of its kind ever
7:33 a. m., Saturday, July 6th.
Cynthiana, July 31 August 3.
swiliM11111111111111111111111111111111
he education of given by King Edward since he as$2000-No. 424 South Ninth street.
Harrodsburg,
August
6-9.
the science cended the throne was the garden
cs
1 1-2 story 5-room house; good
Georgetown, August 6-9.
and scientific party today at Windsor castle. From
neighborhood: good house; bargain,
Uniontown, August 6-9.
$5oo cash, balance monthly.
Paddington station the guests were
Lexington, August 12-17.
rive to secure taken to the royal borough by %vePHILADELPHIA B. P. 0. E.
Burkersville, August 13-76.
$900--Beoadway, 3o-foot lot north
will among in! trains. The guests were nearly
Fern
Creek,
August
TwenTweo.y-fifttt
13-16.
and
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ly love among 6.ono in number and included many
Brodhead, August 14-16.
$24..00-July rith to r4th inty- sith street. One-fourth'cash.
well-known Americans.
clusive, good returning until July
ES SI it 12 3: 3::: it
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:: 32 2: 12 12 21
eqnate union
King Edward and Queen 'Alexan231d with privilege of extension
Pembroke, August 15-17.
$1800-50x165 foot. lot on north
for a more dra. assisted by other members of the
ThirteenColumbia,
until
July pat. Through deeper
August
between
20-23.
Broadway.
of
side
orcement of royal faaraily. received the guests on
from Paducah. Leaves on train
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
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th and Fourteenth streets.
and immor- the beautiful lawn below the east terEarlington, August 21-24.
1e4, July 14111, 1:33 a: m:
race. Military \ban& were placed in
$4orm-Business lot on North Sec
Barbourville, August 21-23.
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tears of the different parts of the castle groundPACKET
00.
Ewing, August 22-34
ond street between Broadway and
he martyrs, and the refreshments were served in
Elizabethtown, August 27-29.
Jefferson streets.
hilclren. the a number of large marques erected on
Nicholasville, August 27-29.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
the virtue the lawn.,
$3250-Jefferson street, north side. The cheapest
London, August 27-30.
and
best
brightest
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between Thirteenth and Fourteenth
Shelbyville, August 27-30.
Yale Commencement Programme.
streets, 5-room house; fine home,
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out
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Paducah.
Coach excursions
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Germantown, August 28-31.
half cash. ,
even so
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MDiispering can generally do a lot • Mia Margaret Beadles
'of May- . Some men seem to forget that suein a man will acquire about everything more damage
If there is a mystery about a man's
than shouting from the field, is visiting Mrs. Robert Beadles
cess never buys a ticket to come to life, a woman is absolutely certain he
but what he needs most.
_ housetopc.
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Alumni From All Parts of Country
at Semi-Centennial Affair.
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Choice

Mr. Otis McLaughlin of the Fred
4 2.•
P. Watson piano company, is here
from Mt. Vernon, Ill.
Our forefathers fought for jusMr.--and Mrs.,O. B. Starks, Mr.
4i.
tice in 1776. They fought for
Spencer Stark, .auch%MisSes Viola
better conditions for themselves
Ullmisn have returned from Cairo.
Mr. Benjamin Thomas of 'Cal
and their families; and that those
City is visiting his brother, Mr. Viconditions of equal rights to all
tor Thomas, the piano dealer.
and special privileges to none
Mr. Eugene Kahn returned yesmight be enjoyed by future genterdoy from a Southern drumming
clip.
erations.
Col. Victor Van de Male has reCommercialism and love of the
turned from a trip on the road.
dollar have perverted these conJimmie Keagan of Broadway, yesditions.
terday went to Henderson to visit.
Unionism proposes to restore
Mr. Otis McCarthy of Peoria, Ill.,
will arrive Tuesday to take a posiequal conditions by giving to its
tion with the Wolff- jewelry store.
members a fair day's pay for a
Misses Laura Thomas, Lillian Burfair
day's work.
dine, Emma Mayer and Floyd Swift
This
is the ONLY solution.
leave tomorrow for Knoxville, Tenn.,
to take a course in the summer
There will be no let-up until
school. All arc teachers in the pubthis end is attained.
lic 'Achoods.
We all live here; let's get toMrs. Fred Rediern of Sc. Louis,
DRUG STORE
gether
for mutual profit.
went to Murray yesterdoy after vis•I
iting her sister, Mrs.' L. Robertson.
1"45c
1
#
Demand the Union Label.
Captain John Webb returned yesterday from the South.
AGENTS
Charles Q. C. Leigh, of Chicago
is here on busine,ts.
H MILER'S CANDIES.
Mr. Louis COrnilland is here from
Dyersburg, Tenn.
AND EASTMAN
Attorney Arthur Martin returned
4,W
last night from Louisville.
KODAK.
Mr. William Martin of Greenville,
Ky., is here visiting relatives.
Mr. Chas. McQuoy, of Louisville, is visiting Mrs. Charles E. Jennings.
in the city.
Rev. John Fralich of Ilayald,
Mrs. William Lydon and daugh- in the city enroute to Kuttawa to acit
VI
•
•
•
•tt•it•tt it
U it•
ter, Miss Maggie of South Aenth, company his wife home.
has returned from attending the
•
Dr, P. A. Cashon and daughter, • W
little
POPULAR WANTS. u "Hustlers'" convention at Cairo. Mrs. George A. Warren, andMartin,
u
Mr. Earl Williams is visiting in Miss Almerry Warren, of
Tenn., are visiting Miss Cora Wolff, •I
:11•ft•ill St. Louis.
111 t:
t: u u u
Mr. W. J. Clark left at noon yes- of West Broadway.
terday for Cairo.
Mrs. Charles H. Weber and child
• 11.
Mr. Albert Kirk is home from vis- of Poplar Bluff Mo., went to GreenARMY—
iting his sistter at Kuttawa.
WANTED FOR U. S.
ville, Ky., 'yesterday to visit the forAble-bodied unmarried men between
Judge Malcolm. Yeaman of Hen- mer%a 'brother, Mr. Clam* Baker.
ages of 21 and 35, citizzens of United derson was here yesterday.
They have been visiting Mrs. WebMr. L. A. Manewal and wife of St. er's mother, Mrs. Fannie Baker of
States, of good character and temperate habits, who can speak, read Louis, are here the guests of Mr. Sixth and Madison.
and write English. For information' John L. Southwick. who represents
Miss Hazel Joy of Louisville, went
apply to Recruiting Officer, New Mr. Manewal's house in thi•s, terri- home yesterday after nursing Mrs.
tory.
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Frank Parham, who is much oetter.
Mr. P. B. Fowler and daughter,
Miss,/ Elizabeth Quisenberry. of
Miss Marguerite, leave today for Lit- Cobb, Ky. is visiting Mrs. David
FOR RENT—Store formerly oc- tle Rock, Ark.
A. Cross of South Fourth.
cupied by Max Michaelson, No. ill
Miss Beulah Rogers has returned
Mrs. 0. M. Rash of Owensboro,
South Second. Apply J. W. Mc- from a brief visit to Evansville.
visiting Miss Annie Mae '''Yeiser,
is
Knight, at Paducah Hardware Co.
WHITES TO TAKE CIVIL
Dr. B. J. Vise has returned from in Arcadia. a
SERVICE EXAMINATIONS.
Uniontown, Ky., where he was callMrs. Daniel Hughes, of Morgan • •
SALESMEN WANTED--To sell ed by the ilInc.s of his mother, who field, is the guest of her son, Mr. •
to grocers. druggists and confection- is much better.
Henry Hughes of West Broadway. Dissatisfaction Over C.lase of Eligibles From the Southern States
Mr. Thomas Little of Benton,
er.; $too per mescith and expenses.
Miss Henri Alcott of Jefferson
Cause Racial Troubites.
California Cider and Extract Co., Sc. passed through yesterday enroute to street, is visiting Miss Hattie Carey
Louisville.
▪ Louis, Mo.
of Cairo.
—J A NIc11Washington. Jane
Miss Jessie Northiagton of WickMiss Brown Moore. of HuntingGoering
Hill,
the
L.
to
henry.
who
Frank
served
Mrs.
Mary
is
Rough Ridvisiting
liffe
Miss
and
extend
Tenn.,
don.
to
capital
DO YOU need
of Hawesville, are visiting Miss Ir- ers, and who is a personal appointee
or start business? If so, write me of North Fourth 'street.
Mr. Eugene Bryan and wife of ma Yeiser at the latter's summer of Presineut Roosevelt as a member
Exceptional facilities for
today.
of the civil service cosist-tission, is
placing 'locks or bonds quickly. Ev- Mound City, went home yesterday home in Arcadia
from
a trip tbrnigh the Southern
making
,
returned
here.
Powell
after
visiting
Attorney,
Helen
Miss
Corporation
Dufour.
erett
Droit Building. Washington,' D. 'Mr. Durwood Sutton last' night Evansville. Ind., yesterday. accom- states for the perpose of stimulating
west to visit in Macon, Ga., his for- panied by Miss Marbaret Bacon. • a better class of white persons to
C.
mer home.
,Mr. A. H. Koerner of Hunting- take the civil service examinations
Mr. F. A. Hull of Philadelphia, burg. Ind., is in the city on business. for goverament positions.
A GOOD HORSE. suitable for
At present most of the negroes apfarm work, for sale cheap. Inquire wiN arrive, tomorrow to visit Mr. tjudge J. L. Abell of Smith-land,
pointed to office from the civil serRichasd Scott.
was here yesterday on business.
at Walker's Drug store.
Mrs. Rhode Cleves of Mayfield, is
Hon. John H. Hendrick went of ;vice lists come from the Southern
states. Their employment side by side
WATCH for the opening of the visiting her sister, Mrs. Bettie Wil- Princeton yesterday on business.
Hopkinsville,
with
white men and women frequentson.
of
Clark
Hall,
Mary
Eagles'
Miss
Dance.
Grand Summer
Mrs. Addle Crutchleld is in May- will arrige tomorrow to visit Miss ly give rise to race troubles in govTuesday evening, June 25th. Dance
ernment offices.
field visiting Mrs. J. I. Hornsby.
Mabel Sights of Jefferson street.
begins at 8:30. Good music.
The civil
service
commission
Mrs. Salhe Grant of Farmington,
makes its designation for appointher sister, Mrs. Bettie
visiting
is
on
lot
one
SALE—Cheap,
FOR
ments without considering race or
Hampton avenue, 40x114 feet, near Watson.
color. Nevertheless, these is much
Judge D. G. Park returned yesternew school building, one half block
dissatisfaction with the class of civil
day from a trip to Mayfield.
kw/N ear line. Phone 586.
LOCAL LINES.
service eligibles from the Southern
Mr. W. H. Sherffeus, tobacco expert for the government experiment St t: 2: t: t: tt 22 22 t: tt 2: 4- :2 :2 2: tt 22 states.
LOST—A black note book on 'station of Kentucky, passed through
Washington street near Tuck Lovve's here yesterday en route to Lynnville,
Mrs. Hamia Gets Divorce.
saloon. This book is of no value to Graves county. to visit his father,
Cleveland, 0., June 22.—Mrs. Daireward
T. J. Nichols, the well sy Gordon Fianna was granted a dianyone except my o cc. A
.Mr. A. Sherffeus.
of $5.00 will be paid for its return to
Mr. Vernon Blow, of Louisville, known citizen of Grand Rivers, is vorce from Dan R. Hanna, son of
my office. L. A. Washington, City was here yesterday on business.
dangerously ill with kidney trouble the late Senator M. A. Minna, by
Engineer.
Rev. Joseph McLeskey waa• called at his home in that city. His family Judge Phillips in the Common
Pleas Court today. Mrs. Hanna was
yesterday to Rives. Tenn., to preach has been summoned to his bedside.
therefore
—Yesterday was the longest day of given the custody 4.4 the only child.
--LOST—Plain Gold Bracelet with the flineral of a friend,
mornThe aliniony was privately agreed
thee camio sets, on Jefferson be- there will be ho preaching this
the year, June 22.
of court.
—Mayor Yeiser has issued orders upon
tween Seventh and Eighth. Finder ing at the Cumberland Presbyterian
church at the county court house.
to the police not to permit any prize
return to Register and get reward.
Mr. Clay G. Lemon, the newspa- fightintg inside the city.
Verdict fee Pliggiliet.
per mati of Mayfield. is in the city
New
York.
Methodist
June V.—Joe Grimm,
(Tenn.)
Paris
—The
visiting his wife and son who are conference closed at Benton yester- the Philadelphia pugilist, who was
ST. JOHN'S DAY.
the guests of Mrs. Lemon's parents, day. Bishop E. R. Hendrix presid- arrested last Saturday as he was
about to sail for Europe, on a larCol. Joes.A. Miller and wife, of South ed.
The Masonic Lodges Over the Coun- Sixth street.
—The Rubes of Cairo will get here ceny charge preferred by the PhilaMrs. James W. Magnor and Miss 'this morning and play the Paducah delphia pollee, was discharged from
try Celebrate Tomorrow.
:Bessie Lou Watts returned yester- Independents at Wallace park this custody today. No one appeared
against him
day frdin sojourning at French Lick afternoon.
West Baden, Indiana.
and
tomorrow
St. John's Day occurs
Some people who are opposed to
Mes'srs. John J. and W. A. Berry autcringsbiles, have been in the habit
Budweleek king of bottled beers.
and the Masonic lodges over the
Ind.,
vansville,
Es
for
yesterday
family size cases af two dorm
left
celin
will
broken
street,
instances
country in many
of throwing into the
brothebrate the occasion. The Paducah to attend the bedside ,of their
glass that, cuts the tires of the ma- bottles to the case on shorts notice.
lodges have made no arrangements er, who was operated on for appen- chines, and the owners have taken the Anheuser-Busch Bewing Association
to this effect, the local brethren go- dicitis one month since.
matter up and will prosecute the Branch; both phones 112. 3. 11,
son,
and
0.
Lovett
Edward
Mrs.
Steffen, manager.
celebrating
and
Benton
to
ing' down
.N!. J., are
with the body of that city, they hav- Malcolm. of Princeton,
ing prepared for quite an elaborate
SOMENI
affair.

Negligees

Men of taste will appreciate our handsome Shirts the moment
they clap their eyes on them.
Made of beautiful fabrics and in new summer paterns

Owes

AB

tor $1.00

can afford to be a bit extravagant in

paws

the matter of Shirts.

anteed for two

The Shirt comes into unusual pro-

years.

minence during the Summer Season
when a Man takes so much libertty
with his Vest.
The fabrics are Madras, Cambric,
Percales, Linen

BROADWAY.

Silk

Pongee, etc.

All sizes

50s. 75o, op to $1-00. $1.50

or $3

We've choice Shirts for the Man

PADUCAH TYPOGRAPHICAL
UNION, NO. 134

who is a conservative 'spender, and
for the men whose purse strings are
looser.

We've the best.

WNW 4MC

The Clothing Store that carries

THE UNION STORE CARD

323

B'way

DLSBERGER'S

E1 RI SQUIBBS

2g cents Per Jar

J1 Di BUM
Pharmacist;

7h&

Jackson St

AVER
e0TH/tR i.

WOuld earnestly request all who
can conveniently do so, to call to the
City Treasurer's Office soon as ,possible and thus avoid the crowd that
usually throng the office on the last
few days. TO per cent is added to all
unpaid June bills, after July 1. Call
early and gieatly oblige.
Yours Truly,
JOHN J. DORIAN.
City Treasurer.

What you pay out for car fare would soon pay for a whet
by our easy terms. The
-TRIBUNE" RAM BLER" MONARCH and
IMPERRIAL BICYCLES
Are the best that can be produced, $15 oo up. Old
in exchange.
Our repair department in charge of experts. Crea
in town for Tires. Pumps, Saddles. etc. Remember

Williams.Bicycle
ra6-tsb North Fifth street, Net to Eentucley

Sometimes it Pays to Forget;
Sometimes it Pays to a
4

When you want books, music or stationery it cc
remember that our stock of sheet music is the tar
Our stock of books is not only the largest but
in Western, Kentucky. Our stock of stationery
and latest things in writing papers. Among ,a
pers. And r.rnember we cut the prices.

D.E.Wilson
At. Harbour's Dapartis

Subscribe For The

COAL

PI

West Kentucky Coa
INCORPOIRAITIIM

OfficeTand Elevator 2nd & Ohio ---amollimisimismosiostr
wrr

_s

.••

;
a

B'way

. On Easy Payments.

PHONE 264
GENUINE
fRADEWATER

323

Williams Wil Sell You a Bicycle

FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE .MA

To Tax Payers:

SOAP PASTE
Elegai
You are hereby respectfully reminded that the first half of your City Tax
notice is
for Shampooing. is now due. This friendly
intended to save you from forgetfulness, which might cost you ten per
,i* The Hair
cent penalty.

L

G PA N

ert

Prompt Payment
Prevents Penalty

•

These are the days when a man

Absolutely guar-

A

•

•Ca;!

•

....te.41611111a

11.
140;;411,

1100

111.11LA a_

1
3AD
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NUMBER 46. '

LIST OF WITNESSES
MC KINNIE
T
NVENTION OF REVIVAL FOR
WA
IN HIS POCKET
WAS DESTROYED NAMED DIRECTOR
THE BAPTISTS TENTH STREFT
RATeLIFFE DISTURBED SUNDAY MORNING WHEN ASKED
WHY HE HAD ALREADY GOTTEN UP A LIST OF WITEACHERS'
CONFERENCE REV. JOHN G. BROWN BEING
NESSES, IF HE TOOK NO PART IN SHOOTING OFFICER
HEARD BY LARGE AUDIPENED AT MAYFIELD LAST
HOWELL, WHO IS RESTING WELL—NEGRO DANCE HALLS
ENCE.
NIGHT,
WILL HAVE TO CLOSE THEIR DOORS—BUSINESS WITH
THE POLICE..

FIRE REDUCED THE ESTAB- ELECTION MADE AT JOINT
LISHMENT TO RUINS
MEETING LAST EVENING BY
SUNDAY.
OFFICIALS.

The Loss is About $io,000, Fully Forty-two Alleys Over the City to
This Afternoon the First of the CotWhen Peck Ratcliffe, colored, was his bicycle off the front porch of
Covered With Insurance, and
tage Prayer Services Will Be With
Be Graveled So They Can Be Used
taken charge of Sunday morning by their home.
Plant may be Rebuilt Shortly.
Mrs. Acker.
—Lay Plot Off New Cemetery
Papers,
Requisition
'nosy
Officer Hurley and City Jailer
Plot.
The requisition papers for Joe
as Evitfts on the charge of shooting
the
Frith
have
not
arrived
yet
from
Lieutenant
Officer Samuel Howell,
The McKinnie Veneer and Box
Rev. John G. Brown is being heard Thomas Potter found a slip of paper state capitol but are expected on any
EV. PETER FIELDS SUNDAY
plant of Third and Elizabeth streets,
Tenth
by large congregations at the
Dr. J. T. Reddick was elected last
back
taken
be
mail,
so
that
he
cat.
there
on
Ratcliffe's
with
person,
CLOSED FIFTH AND JACKstreet Christian church during the scribbled on it a list of nthnes of net to Brookport, Ill., opposite here, to was destroyed about to o'clock Sun- night by the aldermen and councilSON MEETING.
day morning by fire which is thought then as a member of the hoard of diprotracted meeting that he started groes. Ratcliffe on being caught stand trial of the charge of bigamy.
to have originated through 'defective rectors for Riversde hospital, he
Sunday, with the asaistance of the loudly protected his innocence at
electric wiring. Manager A. J. Deck- taking the position to which Dr. J. G.
pi.stor, Rev. George F. Farley. In- shooting the officer, and when the
tstimates the loss at about $10,0200, Brooks was elected, but refused to
er
Rev. George W. Banks Lectures Fri- dications ars. for a very successful
found the little piece of
day Evening at the Reidland Meth- series as his discourses are very lieutenant
fully covered with insurance.
sei ye. The mayor had a joint meetpaper, he asked the negro what those
odist Church—Other Matter*.
The building is a frame structure ing of the two legislative boards esstrong an dcar-reaching, and heard by names were for. Ratcliffe replied
with composition roof, and the fire pecially for the election and Dr. Reddeeply interested auidences.
that they were bis witnesses. Officer
was noticed by several people at the dickgot all the votes with exception
"He Married the Wrong Woman" Potter asked him witnesses for what,
same time, including Captain Thom-10f Councilmen Williamson and DuThe preachers' conference for the was his theme of last evenUg, and it and tbe negro responded they were
as Glynn of the Fourth and Eliza- val, who voted for Dr. R. E. Hearne.
tucky State Baptist Association, dwelt along the lineof what one witnesses to prove that he did got
beth street fire department, one block
cried last evening at Mayfield and sows so shall they reap. He pointed do the shooting. Ratcliffe then lot
After the session adjourned the
distant. The inside of the building joint street committee held a conintinues until this evening, while the Out regarding Jacob's deception prac- a little nervous and disturbed when
nerad convention for all the mein- ticed in early life, and how he after- the lieutenanrsasked him what he was LOUIS GLASS TO BE PLACED was very dry and it burned like Pa- iference with the retail coal dealers
per, the many streams put on by the II 0, this city, and as a result the cornON TRIAL IN FRISCO GRAFT
r starts tomorrow morning. Rev. wards had to reap from decie prac- doing gettink .up a list of witnesses
CAP.
firemen not having the leant effect ex- i ,mittee will recommend to the full
Yin M. Thompson of the First ticed on him, his marriage bein es- i he as g ty of nothing and had
cept to prevent the conflagration, boards that forty-two alleys over the
also
tilt church had intended going pecially noted. The rema
th'
do with the shooting.
from extending to the boiler houses' city be granded and graveled this
Urn at 6 o'clock last evening, but showed that whatever o
iffe could not explain things
this and the officers think this act on his Public to Hear for First Time of which were saved, while the supply summer, so they can be in good eonless in his family detains him un- ing life they reap not
of wood and timber also went up in dition for use during rainy or winter
earth, butin the he eaf
y.
Methods Adopted by Boodlers—
part quite significant, as an innocent
smoke.
The alarm was sent over the weather. The retail coal dealers in
heme
Sunda ev m
the preachers' conference Tiny
Will
Be
Exciting.
man is not in the habit of getting up
private system Maintained with the delivering fuel to coalhouses, find
am," whil to- a list of witnesses to prove he is not
a programme of addresses and "T
factories by the Western Union that in bad weather about sixty-five
y," guilty of something of which he
"Divine
ons indulged in by the miniscompany.
Telegraph
ith knows nothing of being accused, unsermon illustrated
im all over the state, at which it bei
alleys in Paducah are practically imSan Francisco, June 24.—Louis
fhe plant closed down one week passable, account the mud. They
m. til a
ley talk over their work of the the fi
art he brought with
arrest.
Pacific
Glass, Vice President of the
ago because of a break down, but wanted them graveled so the-wagons
T
noon worship/will be conducteke months and outline much
9/he r Howell is resting well at States Telephone
and Telegraph
the Illinois Central railroad
ed
corning year.
i s e hospital and the doctors Company, will be the next man under will be rebuilt at once. It employed could get in and out easily, but as
vention proper hold; Wed- shops for benefit of the workinni., do' no
the money set aside this year for
•nk there is any doubt of Grand Jury indictments brought to about fifty people.
Thursday and Friday, and while at 3:30 o'clock this'afterOge his
that kind of work will be nearly all
very unless blood poisoning trial in the graft cases. Tomorrow it
False Alarm.
e qstlage aSrayee•sei- or neumonia develops The shot is likely the work of empaneling a
down from Paducah. In- the first of
used up by alleys and street work alSunday Mrs. Wm. Baker, wife of ready take, up. not much is left. Durare for about adb attend- vices wilhid. it being at flk rese dasply imbedded, and the' pene- jury to try him on a charge of having
idence,41 Mrs. Ac r of 1212 Jack- trating the neck have rce, (1 his bribed the Supervisors will begin. the detective, pitched a match into ing last night's conference the coat
snitert.
t Meeting Closed.
throat so sore he can hard:) swallow. District Attorney Langdon made the the grate that was chuck full of pa- men and committee picked out 42
Excellent ngi
wilKie one of the Thad doctors are not -at*emptint to- announcement yesterday afternoon. per, which ignied and filled the house of the worst alleys and to-the council
er Fields Sundt evening
meeting, a large remove the quit right now as there Judge Lawler on Friday last set the with smoke, to such an extent they and aldermen wilt be handed a recher of his series of sue- attractions of
a.fire„and ornmendation that they be improved.
als that had been con- choir hating ch rge of the musical are SO Many of them it would prove casefor trial on July t.
In Judge thought the residence was
departments,
sumoned
he
the past month under- features
but
they* and the balance let go over until
dangerous to him in his present con- Lawler's court today argument will
was no need of them.
e tent at Fifth and
next yeah It will cost the city only
dition.
be made by the opposing counsel in.
where he was assistabout $soo to gravel these picked out,
warrant. charging Ratcliffe the case ou the motion of the defense
•
by Rev. Pickett, Rev.
as the abutting property owner pay
with shooting with intent to kill, will to set aside the indictments.
sr. Harris. An unusualfor the remainder of the work. The
not be docketed for trial by Judge D.
Important Winesses.
r of' conversions were
municipality is liable for the cost of
A. Cross until Patrolman Howell's
The fourteen Supervisors who have
e gathering, while LARGE MASS MEETING HELD condition permits of him leaving the confessed to having, received bribes
only that part of the gravel extending
the forceful minishospital and attending court. By the from the telephone company will be SUPERINTENDENT
SUNDAY AFTERNOON AT
BILLING- from mouth of alley across the sideoquent discourses.
walk to gutter.
list of witnesses Ratcliffe had fixed important witnesses in the Glass
CHURCH.
TOM HOLDS THEM
The cemetery committee held a
was delivered Sunup it can he seen already that his de- case, and the trial of Glass will be
FRIDAY.
Fields and many
meeting last night also and arranged
fense will he to prove an albi.
exciting and interesting in that it will
for the city engineer to lay off as
Sunday morning he was found at afford the first opportunity the SuHon. E. W. Begby Was petted Pee.- ..
soon as possible. a plot of ground ni
stbodist.
home in the alley opening on pervisors will have had of confessing
toe
ident. and Other Representative
,
Banks of the
saexson between Seventh and Sixth their ttoodling to the public. When The Four Making the Highest Per- the new cemetery, to be used for
Men For Different Offices.
centage Get the Appointments
hodist church will
burying darkies, as the section of
streets. and when the officers started they previously confessed it was
that Carry Free Tuition.
Through PalesOak Grove devoted to interment of
icnocking on the door, Ratcliffe within the secret precincts of the
colored people, is about all used up.
next Friday evenblew out the lamp anal jumpedin bed. Grand Jury room.
About acio of the representative
The street committee also took up
Reidland MethThe police kicked the door open
In passing on the motion of Glas,s
have heard him business people and others of fhe city and the accused played like he was to set aside thc indictments pending
Superintendent Samuel Billington the matter of opening Jackson street
roves a very at- held a mass meeting Eunday after- sound asleey.
against him. Judge Lawler will also of the public schools for the county, from its present terminus, on through
noon at the First Baptist church and
There was no dancing at Bud consider the testimony taken and the will next Friday at the county court to Nineteenth street, but nothing
day "Children's completed organization of The Anti- k•Simms hall last night and the offi- argilments to be presented as apply-, house, conduct the examination of was done as the special committee to
be conducted at Saloon League. preparatory to a lo- cers will refuse to let him conduct ing with equal force to the cases of parties desiring to attend the State look into this, is not at yet ready to
an elaborate cal option fight, it is understood will any more. Lieutenant Potter has the indicted officials of the United College at Lexington, Ky. Mr. Bill- report.
g gotten up by be launched in this community. Great also sent notice to the proprietor of Railroads Companies and to Theo. ington has authority to select four to
.Owen. and his was the interest manifested and it the colored refreshment stand and V. Halsey. the outside man of the attend the institution, one person for
seemed is if everybody entered the dance hall at Thirteenth and Clay telephone company. It was presum- one year, one person for two years,
proposition heart and son!.
Work.
streets to cease permitting darkies to ed in some quarters that Halsey one for three years, and one for
Strong and forceful talks received congregate there every night and would be tried before Glass, as the four years.
gham. former
Baptist church cheerfully were made by Rev. Calvin dance.
The college has the superintendent
evidence against him is direct in every
yesterday for M. Thompson, Rev. G. W. Banks.
This latter place sells soft drink, particular, but the prosecution is of the counties over the state to ex11 accept the Mr. E. M. Barnett and Mr William and has a piano inside which has confident that it has a strong cage amine applicants, the ones making the MR H. DIEHL IS ABLE TO BE
he State Mis- E. Graham of this city; Rev. John G. been ordered out
Crowds gather against the Vice President of the cor- highest percentage, being entitled to
OUT AND WALK
Brown, the noted evangelist of Louis- here nightly and the lieutenant is de- poration, and so decided to try Glass. appointment as students at the instiABOUT.
ville, and Rev. J. W. Hawkins, of the termined to break it lip also.
oaks.
tution, their tuition costing them
Breach of Peace.
rch at Hey- colored Baptists church of Paducah.
nothing as the state maintains the col- Mrs. Frank Parham Resting Well,
COLLECT CITY TAXES.
Robertson alias "Buff RobertBut Doctors Give No Encouragelege.
s dedicated, All the talks showed the great wave
e grounds, coming regarding the saloons and son, colored, was arrested by the Treasurer Will Keep Office Open
ment—With the Ailing.
Parties between 14 and 24 years
°direr% yesterday on the charge of
alone are eligible to the exatninations
ding. Rev. civic lawlessness.
Last Few Nights of Week.
The officers chosen are all repre- whiplPhels Emmerson Morton, colorFriday, at which time they will he
he services.
Mr. 'H. Diehl, the veteran shoe
:Oiled. it he- sentative business men of the com- ed, last week.
TTbis week City Treasurer John tested in the list of questions to be
Judge E. W.
r) lift the munity as follows:
J. Dorian will have the great rush at sent here by the college. The appli- merchaqt, is able to be out on
Paducah Negro.
Bagby. president: E. W. Barnett. first
his office as between now and next cant making the highest percentage crutches, after a two months' convice president; J. Crit Jones. second
ety.
,
The officers yesterday got word Saturday midnight everybody in the gets the four-year appointment if he finement at his residence on South
for yester- vice president: A J. Pam/Alger. sec- from Mayfield that Sunday during a city has to pay the first half of their so desires it, while the nexrhighest Third avenue: caused b yfalling durbaugh of retary. and Samuel T. Hubbard. colored picnic near litckery Grove. Municipal taxes due on property they gets the three years, and so on down ing the winter and painfully bruistreasurer.
ing his lower limbs. It will be some
Tome
i
Graves county. VA Williams, a Padu- own here in Paducah. The treasurer to the one year.
President Bagby was empowered
Mr. Billington and the county days yet 'before he can discard his.
ay Methocah negre;rxhot and killed Roger will have to collect about $so,000 this
until this to select an executive committee of Dawson, Mored. of Hickory Grove, week and has prepared for the big board are now grading the papers of crutches.
Mrs. Frank Parham continues restinclement five to outline their plan of work, and as result of a quarrel into which they rush that usually occurs the last those examined last Friday and Satafter gettifig things well in hand, angot while Williams wo drunk. Wil- week of the month in which the taxes urday for certificates ffualifying them ing well at the residence of her sisother gathering will he held and reas teachers for the county schoofs. ter. Mrs. Ifenry C. Overbey of Founliams was cought several miles away are due.
ports made.
•
tain avenu. but the doctors pronounce
He cannot tell wha made sufficitn
All
those
Satwho
have
not
paid
by
from the scene of the trouble, and
e Broadher
case
hopeless
and
offer
no
entaken to Mayfield where he was jail- urday will have to stand for the pen- high percentages to be entitled to-the
1 at toLICENSED TO WED.
alty and other added costs that are certificates, until he finishes grading couragement for her ultimate recoved.
ice, deery.
every question.
put on.
Garments Stolen.
s
Will Georgia Man Killed With Marriage
Hallie, the daughter of Mr. and
week
three
night;
of
The
last
the
ments.
Papers in His Pocket.
Mrs.
Clarence Miller of South Third
the
II.
keep
his
office
at
will
A.
treasurer
Sills • of its North Ninth
COMES WITHOUT
me was
street, is confined with a threatene&
street. Sunday morning notified the the City Hall open for an hour or
LEAST
service
WARNING.
Dalton, Ga., June 23.—John Car.attack of pneumonia at the Herrinte
rge of roll, a prosperbus young farmer liv- police that the night before someone two for benefit of those people who
Kalamazoo, Mich, June 24.—Three reliderree.
ary Isn- ing near here, was shot and killed by slipped into his yard and stole six cannot come 'down /Awing the dayMiss Minerva Butterfield is convalot mis- 1-fans Holland, a friend, -while the quilt tops,'three blue flannel shirts. time and pay their tftesi
valuable race horses and a man were
two striped suits of underwear, and
Re- escing, after a week's illness with'
killed
tornado
struck
in
a
which
two were returning home late yesterPlanters Sate Off.
four light snits of underwear,
Wm., malarial fever.
creation Park early today.
day. Carroll had jleit secured a %marObstructed Croteing.
Weidmayer, aged 39. WAS found dead
of In riage& license and was to have been
MR. JACOB CROMWELL.
St. Louis, June 22.—Negotiations two hours after the storm` hadpainted.
Willis Little and Reiffien Foster,
Chau- married today. It is said the two
for
controlling
interthe
sale
colored,
of
Shetbyvitle.
the
Tenn.. June 24.—Me.
were arrested by Officer ElHe was killed bss coming in contact
f fine had been drinking and became inestl in the Planters' Hotel to Capt. with tt telephone Wire,
ms
Carter
Crowell.
one of the county's
Jacob
yesterday
on
the
charge
the volved in a quarrel
Catot
wiar-tervtilted in of obstructing the
pnblic sidewalk at James L. Lawler of Hnuston. Tex.
The tornado came up without an most highly esteemed and widely inchool Holland shooting
Fourth and Breadway. The patrol- which on Monday were announced as .instant's warning and lifted a long Rttenrtial citizens died suddenly at Ms
the
Holland has not been arrested.
,
home in the Eleventh District riday
men guard that intersection and ask- complete, were today declared
saes '
,untrrbut- on, N. of stalls, carrying them over the
'
,
e
1
-"
4
ed
the
night. He was 6o years of age. T-Te
pair
topaiss
on
so
AS
not
t9
.
dred
'regularly, also to eticape bomb. betzle •
A Bluenette.
block the passageway, hut they ref, outrages.
was a brother-in-law to Prof. P.
charge
edaand he arrested 'both.
of th eState University
Claxton
T
wo
Ways.
tra
and w
It is reported that a young woman
Knoxville
and was otheriwse high
Wheel Was Stolen.
.
1 •
hard I
igTT of Pittsburg is turning a delicate lavHumorous.,
connected
in other portions of th
son
`commente'
this
your
Hones
;
ace ender color.
i-ewisillksagen. of 614 Clay ssdelstate.
In
this
county he was a ret- Ni..,tasts
Steri'?"
ha
It's
That is quite an agreeable chance notified' the Officers Sunday fha,t
ishunorist."e no doubt that the presi.
He'll have to Am- ognizest Democratic leader and hie,
failed
he
a
"Thero- is a
from the prevailing sooty tint.
dent
i
Mg the night before some on
—........11t1.044.1.:10ia to tkaLari4..---,
UgiTiA•Se*
ac"What Was he done now?'
ernes. "Wlavned a gathering of ne.wspaper out o
raren men against the evils of swollen inati
falo'
fortunes."

ERAL SESSION WILL .
BE STARTED TOMORROW
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Don't Spend Hit
tour earnings

IS A THING OF THE PAST
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Matthew H. Stevelason, "Of "'PittsHEAD OF WINE GROWERS' REGE CROWD WAS OUT SUN DAY EVENING TO WITNESS
burg, is the candidate of the prohiVOLT VISITS FRENCH
AS THE FINAL FEATURES 0 F THE ENTERTAINMENT—J. H.
bitionists of Pennsylvania for state
PREMIER.
SHAW, THE MANAGER WEN T TO ELGIN, ILL., YESTERDAY,
treasurer.
HIS AFFAIR OPENING THE RE FRIDAY-1907 AFFAIR WAS
The candidacy of Governor CumSUCCESS, BUT WAS SHORT ON -ATTENDANCE.
mins for United States senator will
Albert Breaks Into Tears When He afford a
the tariff revision sentest
of
-is Strongly Rebuked—Premier
timent in Iowa as well as an object
The second annual Chautauqua of to a splendid close, nor was there
Obdurate About Mayor.
lesson in the direct primary move- Paducah is a thing of the past and a single intervening number that
was
ment.
leaves nothing but the most pleasant not well worth the hearinia.
Though he has not yet authorized of lecollections with the thousand
To glance at the menu. There was
Paris, June 24—The most interest- anyone to make a formal statement
that were out attending the different Dr. Krebs, one of the nallit scholarly
ing event today in connection with of his candidacy, it is generally befeatures during the ten days enter- men in his special line (A work the
the wine growers' revolt was the vis- lieved that when the gubernatorial
tainment, as the personnel of the par- country affords. There was the genit of Marcelin Albert, the leader of campaign opens in Virginia Capt.
ticipants shows all were people of ial Prof. Speed, whose influence on
the disturbing element in the South Robert E. Lee will be one of the as- high
standing in their respecti‘e the boys and girls alone in developof France, to Premier Clemenceau. pirants for the nomination.
ing a greater love for the birds and
This morning the man for whom the
It is again reported in WashingMir. James Hal Shaw, who man- lathe; lower animals, is worth all the
police and troops have vainly been ton that Jesse R. Grant, son of the
aged the Chautauqua, left yesterday Chautauqua has cost. Then the two
bemiring the country for a fortnight late General Grant, will be a candifor Elgin, Ill., where -he opens a sim- splendid lectures by Rev. Herbert S.
appeared without warning at the min- date for he Democratic nomination
ilar affair next Friday and remains Bigelow, of Cincinnati.
The manistry of the inter'or. He wore the for President of the United States.
for
days.
Chautauten
He
agement
has
better
eight
cannot
thing
do
a
simple garb of the Southern peasant. It is said that he is not only willing
quas he will look after himself this than secure him at once for an evenThe cotton shirt, the silk handker- to accept the nomination, but will
summer, the Paducah event being the ing lecture next year. Then, Gibeon
chief around his neck and the car-, come out openly and make a fight of
opening date for him, while his part- Ciarl, the impersonator, whose work
pethag in his hand aroused the sus- it
ner will superintend the several oth- was of the highest order and if it
now
detectives
picions of the corps of
'Cornelius C. Billings, the new as- ers
they are interested in. Three of had been given in the Kentucky theconstantly guarding the premises, but sistant commissioner of patents, was
the parties he had here will be with ater with all the stage accessories,
when he had established his 'dentity graduated from the United States
him at the Elgin affair, Krebs, Speed including a fifty-cent ticket, he would
310 Broadway
AThett was admitted to the presence naval academy in 1886 and served as
and Miss Ruth Hemenway. Dr. have received an ovation. Then there
of Clemenceau, with whom he had a ensign in the Spanish-American war. Krebs weryt
from here last week to were the great stalwarts, Beauchamp
fifteen-minute talk.
He entered the United States Patent
Marion, Ind., to lecture, and then and Carmack bringing up the rear, -----—---4
A semi-official account of the in- office in 1889, and has been advanced
g
4 st =..i.CaszlasC-.2281 U2132333131312:2220111
from there to his home in Chicago to say nothing of the very excellent
UURUAll
terview says that the premier used steadily from a clerkship to the office
he
musical
features
whence
where
of
but
week,
the
he
is,
from
now
the
extremely strong language, virtually of assistant commissioner.
goes
few days to Elgin. Mr.. Chautauqua Concert Company and
reproaching his visitor with the reJacob McGavock Dickinson, whom Speedin a
lives
in Chicago. but his fam- the Wesleyan Male Quartette, while
spons'bility of all that has happened members of the Iroquois Club of
ily is in Louisville for the summer, neither last nor least was Mr. Shaw's
in the South. M. Mbert is represent- Chicago are said to be preparing to
Paducah. He own presentation of "A Picture Peep
ed as having been overcome with boom for the presidential nomination and he went there from
commences -his series of Elgin talks, of Europe," which may well be procontrition, bursting into tears and in opposition to William J. Bryan, is
the lam of this weak. Miss Hemen- nounted one of the very best features
asking how he could make atonement a distinguished lawyer, who for a
way left yesterday for Paxton, III, of the entire program.
to which M. •Cltmenceau replied:
long time has been general counsel
When all things are considered it sls
where she teaches, and stays for sevand
yourself
the
"Give
law
up to
for the Illinois Central railroad. He
is doubtful if another Chautauqua
eral
before
going
days
Elgin.
to
use your influence with your coun- is a Southerner by birth and educaMiss -Dena Metzger, one of the held anywhere
in this section,
tion, and has served on the supreme
trymen to return to lawful ways."
concert company, went to Cerulean will present a finer array of talent
Subsequently Albert declined to re- bench of Tennessee. In 1895-7 he
Springs, Ky., Sunday before return- from first to last than our own Pa
veal anything that had occurred dur- ir'as assistant attorney general of the
ing to her home in Bloomington, Ill ducah Chautauqua.
ing his conference with the premier, United States and in ton; he served Miss
Carroll of Nashville, who is alsn
declaring that he had given his word as counsel for the United States beof the concert company, remains heK
A CARD TO THE PUBLIC.
to M. Clemenceau not to do. He said fore the tribunal that settled the for
a
Miss
few
more
days'
visit
to
however, that he was leaving imme- Alaskan boundary question.
Kathleen Whitefield, whose guest she To the Citizens of Paducah:
:2 UUU tt 12 22 1$ 32 32 22 12
diately far the South where he inhas been while 'n the city.
Miss
Gentlemen:—I beg to say, that aftended to "do his duty." This leads CLINGING TYPEE OF
NMI\
Metzger stopped with her friend, Miss ter two years of continuous work and
to the presumption that an underGIRL STILL PREVAILS. Caroline Ham; of North Sixth..
the expenditure of more than $3,500
standing between himself sand the
Mr. V. E- Baksh, the native of In- in money I have succeeded in perfectpremier was reached.
Mannish Girl May Please Men But—
dia, departed yesterday for Blooming- ing my invention of mechanically reThey Marry the Cuddle), Kind.
It is believed that M. Albert pleadton, Ill., where he attends the Wes- silient wheels for automobiles and
Modern tiome P:um:1!rtg.
ed the cause of M. Ferroul, the exleyan university, and has another other vehicles and am now ready th
The clever, sophisticated girl who
mayor of Narbonne. and his comyear's stay there before graduating. have sasie manufactured for commerCl ent rject-, Ir • e'
rades on the Argeliers committee is a good sport may be conspicuous
The Wesleyan male quartette from cial purposes, and having visited all
who are under arrest, but upon this these days, but the keen observer
tract& gre
rl
the Bloomington college. departed of the leading automobile cities of
point M. Clemenceau remains obdu- will see that the blinging girl, with yesterday
Mulled mechanic., u:
r G.
for different places. The the country, in search of details of
•
rate. He again authorized the state- the big, melting eyes. in her quiet way
quartette was composed of four manufacturing. I now know where
errtseon,
and•
r.o
4 g
Sac,Le
ti•
11,
ment that the government would not is getting the big plums in the mart young
men who have been attending and how to buy the different parts of
unimportant it may seen.c A-Aix s sa
riage game, says Eleanor
interfere with the courts.
Hoyt the Wesleyan University at Bloom- my wheels,'at the least possible cost,
The release and immunity from Brainerd in the New Broadway Mag- ington, and they
non. We ust the tiraani ^Ztri
have been together therefore, can begin and fully estabprosecution of those now under lock azine for July.
Aunt Laura, who over the country ,for three
lish the commercial value of said
Porcelain Lnar:.c.:cd Plunitizz
but
years,
and key seems at this time to be the knows the matrimonial, jungle like a
as two of them graduated this year wheel with a comparatively small
whkh are the beg ma...4
..a.
principal demand of the wine grow- book, has strong convictions on this they
made their final joint sappear- amount of money. But I have exers upon the government. The pow- point. The charming debutante says, ance here,
your
work with us, you are a
and separated. MT. Claud hausted my funds and not wishing to
er which M. Albert's comrades exer- "I'll never be the success mother Meyers
best material and wok
goes with the topographical delay in taking out the manufacturing
ercise, even from the inside of the was, though.
I'm not
clinging department of the United
States gov- of said wheels, have decided to orLet us quote you prices.
prison, is evidenced from the fact that enough. Mother was one of the gen. ernment,
and left for Illinois yester- ganize a stock company for that purM. Leulliees friends were obliged to tle, soft-voiced, dreamy-eyed white- day, while
Mr. Strait went to St. pose Realizing the fact that a poet
Both
Bo
go to them to obtain an order or re- muslined and blue-ribboned belles, Louis. Messrs.
Strickland and Pal- is not without honor save in his own
South Fo
lease before the sub-prefect was sur- and Aunt Laura insist.' that they are mer returned
to Bloomington where land, I was seriously considering the
rendered by the mob who held him still the winners, in spite of all the they
will join another quartette that advisability of going elsewhere ta
slangy, hoydenish modernism one is
as a hostage.
engaged for appearances at differ- offer my stock for sale. But, after
Later details of the capture of the finds among society women today. ent point over
consulting with members of the Comthe country.
sub-prefect, Leullier show that sol- She says that men's tastes haven't
The Wesleyan quartette was to mercial Cluii and other friends, have
diers who tried to protect him were changed at all. As it was in the be- have made its last
appearance here decided to remain at home, and give
forced to retreat before the fury of ginning, is now, and ever shall be;
Friday. but they were induced toast- home people a chance to participate
the mob. M. Leullier's clothes were the oak thinks the ivy is the real main over, at
considerable expense in a home production.
literally torn from him and he was thing in help-meets—and man's ap- and
In order to call your attention to
appeared again Sunday afterproval is the whole law for the as- noon,
badly beaten.
as did the concert company. the probable value of my invention
The fear that yesterday being Sun- piring debutante.
Remember, my Rev. W. H.
Fineschrieber of Daven- will say. roughly, that my wheels
day. would witness a renewal of the dear. I am giving you the gospel ac- port, Iowa,
was
programmed for Sun- can be produced for from. $aci to $35
rioting in the affected districts, for- cording to Aunt Laura. not my own day
afternoon, but the rain prevent- each complete, ready for use on an
tunately was not realized. Although humble ideas. I am a mere sponge,
FIRE,
LIFE.
ed all but a few from going out, and auto, which will compete with wood
dispatches report that the populace in nowadays, busily soaking up worldly his
ACCIDENT,
HEAL
number was postponed until the wheels and pneumatic tires, that
many places is still greatly excited, wisdom. It's all very amusing. but last
PLATE GLASS
BOND
thing that evening, when he cost from $40 to Sioo each.
This
no incident of violence except the if one believed it—well, when I be- made a most
LIABILITY,
STE.A
excellent and attractive makes it probable to make a net profstoning of the prefecture at Niema lieve, I shall be more like Aunt Lau- address
MARINE.
it of from Sao to Lys each on my tht_Tistal.4i
on
"The
Parliament
of
ra, and less like mather. I hope I'll
was reported up to midnight.
wheels and the demand for them
Man."
The various defense committees land on solid ground somewhere beRev. J. R Henry of the Kentucky will be unlimited. Ford Motor comissued proclamations today adjuring tween the two.
avenue Presbyterian church conduct- pany makes so automobiles a day.
"Aunt Laura's system worked beau- ed
the people to keep the peace.
the vespers Sunday evening, the which requires aoo wheels and tires,
"When the troops pass," says the tifully with her two daughters. They concert
company and male quartette so you see from this that it is posproclamations, "stand with folded were hopeless unattractive, it seems; rendered
many numbers, while the sible to make a net profit of from
but she married one to an English
arms and sealed lips.'
"Religions of India" were told of. in $4,0o000 to $6,000 oo a day by securThe new Argeliers committee that but she married one to an English an interesting
manner by Mr. Baksh. ing the entire wheel business of only of stock in the company now being
TH
hail assumed the direction of the lord and one to a millionaire mineMr. Shaw has a five years' contract one of the many automobile manufac- organized.
movement since the arrest of its pre- owner-aall through consistently stick- to manage
the Chautauqua here, but turers; besides to build the largest
Reszeotfully yours,
Here's to
decessor, asks for the prolongation of ing to her theories.
he said yesterday that one of the di- factory in the country in Paducah—
W. H. PARHAM
Blush in
the present question of the accepta"They weren't pretty and they rectors
of the company here was op- but nothing can be done without capTreading
bility of the governmeitt's wine frauds weren't clever,' she said when she
him, for some cause, and fa- ital and co-operation. Some people
'THE HEAVENS.
The w
bill, and that after it passes the sen- told me about them. 'But they were posed,to
vored a home man running the affair, ask. "why don't you mate a set of
Cheeks
ate it be submitted to a referendum. nice-mannered, sensible girls, and
and if they decided to take a home wheels and run them out on an autoOne of the mote beautifut'sights
Lips 1
It is believed the backbone of the impressed it upon them ,from the man to manage,
he would not object mobile?" This is just what I am in the heavens these nights, is the
Blessing
riot is broken.
start that they must cling. Men want nor
endeavoring to do not. But owing to planet Mars. He rises a litle before
Wher.
to be appreciated, not stimulated. yearscontend for the remaining three the
fact that I have been forced to
of his contract. Only one of
oo'clock, and can be seen almost
Remember that. child. With your the
Burying the Dead.
directors is opposed to Manager make something from nothing with straight down any street leading
Here's
Narbonne, France, June 23.—The face you can take more chances than Shaw,
therefore it is more than prob- nothing to make it with and no where South. He is nearer to us than he
Smli
funeral of the sixth victim of the my poor girls could; but do, always,
that the wishes of the remain- in particular to make it; I have only has been for over a dozen years
able
Gentle
rioting on Thursday last was held be clever enough to keep the men der
been able so far to make models in and presenti a fiery red appearance
of the board will prevail.
this afternoon. The greatest calm you meet from suspecting that you
Allu
The Chautauqua this year proved a very crude way (with my own and looks larger than anything in
Faires
prevailed and large crowds followed are as clever as you really are. When of the
hands).
same success all Oat 1906 affair,
However, thie was absolute- the firmament except the moon. He
Que
the 'body to the cemetery, where Dep- you are married and settled you may from a money
standpoint, but the at- ly necessary to be done, in order to is only about $4o,00o.000 miles from
May
be as brilliant as you choose, or as tendances
uty Ably delivered a discourse.
determine
the
best ways and means us, and will be a million miles closer
were not as large. This
/ Da
(Dispatchea describing Marcelin Al- nature chooses, ,but it is disastrous being
accounted for by the fact that to have the perfect practicable before the month is over. Mercury
bert's interview with Premier Clem- for a debinatnte without a dot to get
many bought season tickets that were wheels made, by skilled diehcaniCs, is also an evening star, and can be
encean were read to the crowds in a reputation for being intellectual or
Here
not used as often as during the 1906 have proper material and appliances. easily seen about the aath. low down
the different towns throughout the even witty."
I beg to say further Au I see no in the West. He is also very bright.
entertainment.
South and were received with then-,
Pict
The tents are being left F tnnding reason why I, or any sane man could
derous clieers. The affair appears to
Biz Heat Deaths.
at the grounds so they can dry, be- expect, said experimental models to BOILER EXPLOSION
'have made a most marked improveWth
fore being taken down.
Already do the work of perfectly manufacturIN CALLOWAY COIWTY.
ment.
Cleveland, 0.. June 24.—The ex- about 400
ed wheels and that I am pleased beFresh troops continue to arrive treme heat today was attebded by subscribed seseson tickets have been- yond my
lie
most sanguine hopes, with
for for nextyear.
Muelay, Ky. June 24.—By the erlitre, being distributed over the i'half a dozen deaths and a score or
the
results of my experimentation in plosion of the engine "oiler at VanFrom first to last the exercises,
eountry and .particularly where pos- !more tf prostration. Relief came both
musical and literary possessed every way that my designs, models dorn's saw mill, near Edgehill on the
arble storm centers are feared. It is tonight in the local thunderstor s
h order of merit and reflect and photos have beef% before most all headwaters of Clark's river, southestimated that there are now more Among the heat victim, to&
.t. Mr. of the leading ateel and spring mak- western portion of Calloway county,
than ao.000 in the three departments. S. Kitani. a Japanese. who was
ra of the country, that the universal about 7 o'closk this morning, Charles
as one of the wealthiest busine
'rested opinions cif all are that the Brooks, a young man was instant'y
of this city. He was prostra
Railroad Found Guilty.
ciples Involved in my wheels killed and three others were seriously
vy
Rochester, N. Y., June 22—The League. park and died shortly
theoretically correct and will last elided. The accident happened jolt
go
wards.
jury in the federal mart late this af5 to 15 years, ,when they are as they were firing up to begin work.
an
ternoon returned 'a verdict of guilty
erly made. So rnow invite anyby
No One, No One.
against the New York' Central railo tell me a single reason other
dri
('Charleston News and Cour
road company, on trial for failure to
a crude unakilled imagination, They Could Buy the Whole Island
hi
Indiana is discussing the on
Ale rates with the interatate
y wheela can not be made to
cornan
meroe commission on a shipment of the word "Hoosier" as applie
that I claim.
(Los Angeles Times.)
that state, but .the real niesti
oil from Norwood, N. Y.,
silicate owe plans of organizatd Burling- who's
With a few more Irishmen like
whosier
in Jndiana, if not
ton. Vt.
nd think this matter.over. and Croker and Thomas
F. Ryan bac& on
1
..ridge?
ye ,you will decide it will pay, the "ould sod," Ireland stands
the
.4.414Fritrirsr"----sitbscribk"
salla
a-mount test show irk ever did to be free.
at&

Put some abide for possible sickness or I
misfortune. The man or woman who has
a little money saved is the one wno is
In a position to open the door when opportunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.
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Steam and Not Water Heating.
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E. D. HANNAH .3.
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FOR LEASE FOR LONG TERM I5F YEARS
1111111.111101Wwwwwwworsr.wRgati

The very best vacant business corner in Paducah, standing in the
ress and business growth of the city. No vacant property face direct pathway of the progs this corner all being now occupied by business houses. Fronting this property one block
away, at Four
'
th and Broadway,
is the highest priced retail business corners in the city.

Southwest Corner Kentucky Ave. and Fourth St.
70 feet on Four

•

th street, by 86 feet on Keniucky avenue
Will lease at a fixed price per year, nq increase in rentals after first
year. Toin duce first-class
improvement will deed liberal ownership :in whole property to
lessee
Brokerage paid agents for right kind of proposition. Make at expiration of _ the lease.
memorandum of Lis.
For fui•ther particulars inquire at PADUCAH BANKING
COMPANY.

sas.• •

.4••••••
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ILLS WHILE
IN SLEEP

YOUNG GIRL OUTRAGED.
Carried Away Before Many Pleasure
Seekers in Forest Park.

MILLIONAIRES
IkRE INDICTED

s

UNWRITTEN LAW
FIGURES IN CASE.
Trial of Judge W. G. Loving for
Murder of Theodore Estes.

MONUMENTS

St. Louis, Mo., June 24.—While
gathered flowers with her 8-year-old
Richmond, Va., June' 24.—A specSTORY OF ITALIAN WHO brother in Forest Park in the fashial term of court convened today at
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone
ionable
West
End
this
afternoo
n,
SHOT UP ROCK ISLAND
MonuHouston
,
Halifax
ments
county,
which show the best of workmanship and high defor
the
Marcella
Senger, seven years old, of DENVER GRAND JURY
IN KANSAS.
INDICTS trial of Judge Wl G. Loving, charged
gree of artistic concep tion. Our smallest and lowest
goo Clayton avenue, was carried
priced
SOME PROMINENT KEN
with the murder of Theodore Estes.
Monuments have an air of distinction.
shrieking into a deserted part of the
FOR LAND liar&
It
is
reported
that
there
is to be an
Parties desirous to b eautify their lots should
park by a well dressed young man,
inspect our
effort made to have the case go over
That Man Was Robbing where she was chloroformed and
line of curbing and m enuments in
fin and Turns Loose His
for
some
time,
malting
the
trial
for
criminally assaulted. Her assailant Conspiracy in
Violating Laws
Pistol in the Car.
the first part of October. The court
escaped. The little girl will recover.
garding
Timber
and
Other
has made all preparations for the
•
To induce her brother, Leonard, to
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It is manifest in view of the existassumes the name is
pendicitis and Was Buried Yeakinds of rumors and reports in the really
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ing conditons, that any instance on
charity. Not every man
that ;Aso—Marriage of Charles Stewart the parf of the America government
terday—Brother Drowned.
air, some of which purport to be the gives
ye
is charitable. The modern rob'Parnell and Mrs. O'Shea.
for treaty negotiations at this time
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attitude of the Register towards ber baron
grates his self-esteem 1893—India closed her mints to the will bring from Minister Hayashi one
certain candidates, actual. teceptive and thinks
free coinage of silver.
to plcate public opinion.
of those flat refusals so welcome to
Yesterday morning the funeral see
and remote. Except where the Regmoreover, vices were conducted over
would,
vrooked politician gives as an 1906—Harry K. Thaw assassinated diplomacy. It
the reStanford White at New York. serve to fan into flame the latest
ister has expressed itself in these
investment. The gambler often
mains of Mrs. Sallie Bradshaw, at
gives
anti-A
merican feeling ,to the seriou- her late residence,
columns, all such rumors are but the from
925 North Sixth
superstitious
motives.
He "THIS IS MY s6TH BIRTHDAY" detriment of American interests in street by Was Samuel
products of the imagination of de-. would
B. Moore of
—John Dillon.
placate fortune by being genJapan, and, that without doing any- the Firo Christian
Burial
signing persons who seek, to carry erous
church.
body any good.
in prosperity. Self-interest is
following at Oak Grove cemetery.
favor with those who are known and usually
John
Dillon
,
mesnbe
of
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the
British
Perhaps if the present miniatry, is
at the core of their benefacThe deceased passed away Sinfilay
parliament and one of the leaders of given a new lease
classed as friends of the Regist
on life by the in- after a lingering inllness of five
er, tions. Even if the gifts were really the Trish
Nationalists, was born in
therefore, we wish' to state positively
charitable, they would not excuse Ireland. June 25. 185t, and was edu- dorsement in the elections, it will months, with paralysis and compli
feel freer to take up the immigra- cations. She was born in New Alba
anti emphatically that the etlidtor of
cated at the Catholic university in tion
continued crime."
question with a view to a treaty; ny, Ind., sixty-three year, ago bu
the Register is not concerned nor
Dublin, where he dietingniehed him- but
to consent to negotiations at moved to Paducah before the w
self in mathematics, and became a this time would
connected, either directly or indirectbe nothing short of and had since made • it her h
fully qualified member of the Royal political
ly with any candidate. slate 'or ticket. CHARLTON B. ROGERS BURI
hari-ka
ri.
If this ministry Twenty-eight ye-ars ago she mani
ED College of 'Surgeons in Ireland. His
is overthrown anti a new one, with Mr. Clem Bradshaw
If it was, we would have no hesiwho survi
father before him was one of the strong politic
al backing, is given the her, together with ones adop
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Young
Irelan
moved
r President of the Kentucky
reins of government, something may datighttr, Miss Belle Bradshaw,
ment which resulted in the rebellion
for it is our great American right to
be accbmplished in the treaty line, her mother, Mrs, Indiana Gar
and Tennessee Board of Fire
of 1848. Ever since he was old provid
favor any person or thing we may deed the immigration question who'residede at the Bradshaw ho
enough to take an interest in poli- has
Underwriters.
sire, and no man has the right to
not been one of the factor, bring
Mrs. Bradshaw years ago taugl
tics and the welfare of his native ing about
the change.
private school and was a woma
ineaticm it.
country Dillon the younger has been
If that question is made an issue high intellectual attainments.
Louiaville, June 24.—The funeral an ardent disciple
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of home rule. In at all the decision of the people will
of Chariton B. Rogers, who died
was dearly beloved by ever
Sat- the interest of this movement he has be with the element opposi
that expressions have been sought
ng to the and bet death carries off a goo
urday evening at -Estill Spring;,
been
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on the platform in AmKy.,
from the Register on the candidacy wa: held from
the Fourth avenue erica, Australia and other parts of the extretnest limit any treaty that can man. She was a member o
be constructed as a reflection upon First Christian church.
of biith eDernocrata and Republicans, Presbyterian church, Fourth
and English-speaking world. Mr. Dillon Japanese people, no matter
what
and this has been steadfastly refin- Kentucky streets, undax, afternoon first entered parliament
in ilifito as a their station in life, for the people
•Died of Appendicitis.
ed, for the reason that the Register at 4 o'clock. Mr.'1Rogers FAS special member for County Tipperary, and
of Japan stand together as one man
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t seat for East on that subject.
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t8115.
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Register proposes to be guided by in their employ for the last twenty
Locked and Bolted.
but the agitation is still going on. •fternoon at Riverside ho;
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Board of Fire Underwriters.
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views and wishes in the matter.
childcen; Miss Sarah Legal.
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(Atlanta Constitution )
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CONFlaSSION OF ACCOMPLICE
LEADS TO DISCOVERY OF
LAD'S BODY.
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ANNOUNCNUNI!
We wish to announce to the public
that we have secured the exclusive
agency for the Chautauqua Turkish
Towels. We have found the Chautauqua Towel to be the best on the market. It is manufactured by a patent
process, and is made of the best linen.
The finished product is as near perfection as a Turkish Towel will ever
reach.
The Chautauqua Turkish
Towel hasa,never before been sold in
Paducah. We *ant to make you acquainted with them. Come down and
let us show you their full value. They
are in five sizes, and the prices range
from 5c to 5oc. The quality of each
being the same. The difference is in
the size.

iSan Francisco, June 24.—No wu-a!
New Calcans, La., June 24.—Two
in dieating no •ear)..' s a aareeent of ark!
lc cal telegraehers' striae agate from miles in _tee interior of a big swamp
near tris t city the headless. body of
th e New York' tread office of • th •
Waiter Larnana, an Italian child beVs 'esters tr.don • and thePostal cornpa sties yesterday. Officials of bottli .tween 7 and 8 years4p1d, who was
in the lot are Broad Cloth Tailored Suits with very full Meat.
r $6,00o ranco wrpanies in this city say they haw I cidnapped .and held
aom two weeks ago, was found by
•••ed skirts, Panama Cloth,- well lined and perfectly tailored.
be en instructed. to have no dealinsw
wi tb the Telegraphers' Unian looking poolice and vigilantes just before dayIn most any style consisting of tight fitted coats, serni-fitted
.raird a settlement, but that former break today. He had been strangled
tot
coats and Prince Chap garments, all these go for
ern pave; salT1 be received as individa to death, acording to the confession
choice at
46.1•.•
-$10
Aral s. Unless the striking-operatoria od one of everal Italians held by the
of the Postal Company here and iW police.
The boy's.neck is supposed to have
Oal cl-and return to work this morningi
been broken when he was strangled,
ccempirnysaye
looked
be
will
akey
the
cn : ts disclrarged employes and their auusing the head to become separated
elac es will 'be conSidered 'filled, ac- tom the 5ft4y when decomposition
cord jig to the orders. whieh have a• et in. The head was found a short
been tecceived from First Vice Pres- aistance from the body.
tdent and General Munager Nally of "Two Women are Held as Acomplices
Five Italiana,. two of them women,
atiew Tork.
under arrest, charged with being
tare
Strike.
Plrese
of
New
A' n re phase of the strike as it af- acomplices to the murder and exHE WLLL HAVE TO FACE ,CtR CUIT COURT GRAND JURY LIN' fects t be Portal men v'ho are out, lies tra details of police and deputies are
TRIO 9F SERIOUS CHARG.ESI LODGED AGAINST THE AC- in the 'fart that after this morning maintaining order, in the excited
CUSED WH.0 HAS RETURN ED NAGEL & MEYER'S StSio they w ill lose staeding in point of Italian quarter of the city. -Air day
RING ,TO THEM—FOWLER FINCH HELD ON CHARGE OF entitlire t ahem •ro a pension of no per long small crowds have been discent. 0 I their -salaries after fifteen per-ed promptly by the police, whose
ROBBUKI CLARENCE TOLBERT POLICE COURT.
years, i s caseaf being incapacitated psecautions a report has got out
The pension, tshich rumoning a mass meeting at Elk
wo A.
for
T. N. Letther is now safe in the the warrant charging Goldie Jones
piece. Seventy armed deputies have
amounts to ars° o year at first, is
county jaiL awaiting the circuit court with being drunk and isorderly.increased at the -rate -6f 3 per -cent. been placed on guard at the Orleans
Tom Carter was fined aao and each -year for ten years. In case the Parish Prison, the strongest in the
grand jury of next fall on three
charges, one ;of obtainipg goods be co as for a breach of the peace.
strikers fr em the 'Postal Company re- eta*, where three of the prisoners
John Humphrey. the carpenter, turn after &is morning they will be arheld, and some apprehension has
fair pretenses from Roy L. Culley.
one of obtaining a $18o diamond was. ordered to jail for ten days ,he considered new employes annd oill beea felt over the safety of two other
prisoners who were taken to an adring by false pretenses from Jewel: bcreg a confirmed drunkard.
have no tin se to th-ii.. crecbt.
The charge of immorality against ittember, of the Telegraphers' Un- joiniag parish.
Nagel at Meyers, and one of con:
Seidam since. the 11 14atia lynching,
sling to his own useltis in money, Joe. and Ellen Bash was dismissed.
ion stated yesterday that they twat
J. E Jenkins was dismised of the instructed sin operator at Sparks, ivteee years ago, has New Orleans
d a $6o diantord ring, belonging to
is Lula White. Judge D. A. Cross charge of using insulting language Neva to ascertain whether it was tete: been io stirred wit* violent threats
of vielente as today and some of
ied Letcher yesterday afternoon in towards another.
that two caranads of telegraphers
these
threats are made by those who
e police court, and on holding hem
overhrynnd
Wiectvvnrel
-were
on an
ver fixed his bead at $300 in all the GEORGE WALKER LANDS
Capital stock
land train to erke ere places of th participaited in the disorders at that
$100,000
a-es. and required him to execute
ANOTHER GERMAN DERRY. local strikers. The operator report time. The law-and-order element a
Surplus
stronger
much
than
has
herebeen
it
nd in tIse White, and Itagel
ed that he had (learned 'from the con-,
$34,000
eyers charges. but recongized him
Geeree Walker, the American doctor of the train diet the cars sit tofore, a larger number ofaleading cit
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention
zens hating pledged themaelves to
his inidual bond in the Culley trainer, who probably holds a world's 'question (lid not eonra'in operators.
given
prevent %faience.
. Letcher colial not execute the record for preparing derby winners,
No Strike Oral:sled.
to
business
intrusted
to
us.
The murdered boy was found near
s and is in jail.
is up te hi, old tricks again. Desir,
San Francieco, June 21.—President
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest.
cher has returned to Nagei & word by Weinberg Bros. and han- Samuel J. Small of the Commercial Sr. Rose, about twenty miles from
N. W. VAN CULIN, Cadger.
s the $t8o •diamond ring he dled by Walker, won the rich Ger- Telegraphers- Union last nigtst said New Otlesns. A "sweating" prom them, and they gave him man derby at Hamburg, this year, a he had issued no orders for a strike tects wrung a confession from one of
the Italian .suspects, who was taken
c Sas cash he paid on pur- cablegram telling the good news be- at El Paso.
his home in St. Rose about midfrom
Both Phones,
he valuable. He claimed ing received from Walker by his
"The next strike," said Mr. SIMI',
hite woman gave him the parents-inslaw, Mt. and Mrs. John will be ata larger centse titan El night and carried into the woods by
a combined airce of officers and vigvest, but she testified that 0. Hearn .of 664 Madison avenue, Paso.
ilantes, who had the search in charge.
ed dse einem of the coin
few hours after the race was deThis man, ,ignazio Campigieiano, now resides away from here.
'used to give i! to her.
cided_
a -Memphis and Vicksburg next Sun
was kept in the woods an hour,
Marriege lifenses were issued by day.
ped that Letcher got his
The German derby is one of Oa
charging'
confessed,
four
when
he
the county clerk yesterday to the folTuesday; afternoon, dis- most coveted of continental turf
The steamer Clyde came out of the
Italians with the murder.
lowing: Edward Steunschunis and Tennessee river
as manager of the Na- prizes. Walker won the event last
list
Elnora Schwartzkopf of St. Louis: here until 5 o'clock night and stays
n company.
year with Fele and had prepared to
tomorrow afterk and effects of Letcher land it again this yea, with' Fabula,
their accounts against the exemption. Alex Hutton and Julia Dunihoo; Ar- noon before daparting on her
retsina
tie
Taylor
Rowe and Stella Moore.
ng held at the City Hall a sister to Fels, but the filly developThe decision of the judge arrived
trip.
Petition in Bankruptcy.
been attached by Colley ed lameness and Walker made heroic
here yesterday.
The steamer Dick Fowler gets out
John F. Steel of the Maxoni Mill for Cairo this
make his $49rht Letch- effort to get Desir in shape.
'fives was formerly in the drug
morning at 8 o'clock
clothing, while B. Weille
The shove time he had to acompbusiness at Seventh and Broadway. section of the county, has filed a and comes back about 9 o'clock tohave attachments in on lish this task is another tribute to JUDGE EVAN DEC.IDES THAT and filed a petition in bankruptcy.'He petition in bani •eroce, giving $415 aight.
CREDITORS CANNOT
cc Emery will not try his skill -established on this side of
had bought a home place on West liabilities, and no assets.
The steamer Joe Fowler went to
TOUCH TY.
Take Man Away.
nt cases unfil July 15. the ocean, when he administered
Broadway, and
creditors
eel-lain
Evansville yesterday and comes back
An attendant of the Hopkinsville tomorrow.
ens, Fowler Finch and the prep that enabled
claimed that the bills Hayes owed
John W.
were each fined Sao and Schorr, the Memphian for whom he
them, were contracted by Hayes be- asylum will arrive in a day or two to
The John S. Hopkins comes in topping and cruelly treat• 'rained, to land two St. Louis derfore lee purchased the home, there- take James I-1. Borders to that insti- day from Evansville'and departs
at
hey hired Sunday from bies with Silverdale and Sam Philfore the money he purchased the res- tution, he having been adjudged in- once on her return that way.
sane
last
week,
mes Glauber of Third lips, respectively.; a Tennessee derby
in the county court
idence with should go to paying off
The Peters Lee leaves Memphis
on streets. The war• with Lieber Karl, a California derby
their debts' Hayes claims that the here.
this afternoon and gets here Thursthese three of driving with Joe Frey; two Crescent City
money with which he bought the residay bound up for Cincinnati.
ly.fast, will come up derbies, with Bresbyteriain and Meaddence trere was derived from sale Of a
The Geory, a Lee leaves Cincinnati
In addition to these owthorpe, respectively, and one Kan- JOHN G. REHKOPF'S CLAIM residence in Tcnnessee, and that as
tomorrow afternoon and gets here
COMES UP FOR HEARING
he would have had exempted to him a
was held to the grand sas City derby with Moharib.
THE RIVER NEWS. a Saturday en route down for Memthe Tennessee place under similar cirrge of robbing Clar- 'A report was published in a CinTODAY.
phis.
U
P138. Tolbert is of cinnati paper that the German derby
cumstance the money he got for
The City of Savannah leaves - St.
22 rt Si U
it It it it it Louis today and gets here
and Saturday night had been decided and the winner had
that place and bought the Paducah a a
tomorrow
k a nap underneath been ridden by Birkenruth, an Amer- Trustee of John F. Watson Directed place with, is also exempted and cannight late bound for the Tennessee
'a1.••••
cc Park. lie awoke ican jockey. Confusion was eausekl
not be toufhed for the claims mento Sell Two Pieces of Ground in
river.
anis that Finch was by this report ,as it was the Austrian
Referee Baarby sustained
tioned.
The City of Saltillo passed up yesAugust—Court Gatherings.
River Stages.
paces at the time, derby at Vienna that was won by
Haynes' contention and exempted
terday 'bound from St. Louis for the
falling.
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_
ey. that included a Birkenruth's mount.
the homestead to him. The creditors
the Tennessee river.
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6.t faling.
bill.. Finch passed
Walker's season in Germany has
appealed to Judge Evans, and the latThe Chattanooga is out of the
Judge
01.6
.
falling.
Walter
Evans of the United ter affirmed the referee's decision,
y, while a aio bill been crowned with success again this
Tennessee
river from Chattanooga.
Evansville 24.5 falling.
yard of Glatiber's year, as news from Germany tells of States court at Louisville, has sus- but left the case open for two weeks
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3.7
falling.
eh is thought
to several stakes won by his stable, in- tained the decision rendered here by in order to give the creditors time,
covered a crack in her cylinder head
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rupt
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feity license.
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10SC rainwater to Fels packed 164 pounds pounds when
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Friday morning early, and he expects
•
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The judge said Commercial Appeal.
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We've the but Clothing in town.
Ask any of the good rheum% you meet anywhere

Sc Straight

You'll find that they always favor this store.
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It will be right, too.

Box of 25, $1.25
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Coat the right length—just the correct shape to the Trot
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The price of the Suit will be just right, also.
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On Easy Payments.
What you pay out for car fare would soon pay for
by our easy terms. The
"TRIBUNE" RAM BLER" MONARCH
IMPER RIAL BICYCLES
Are the best that can be produced. $15 oo up
in exchange.
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in town for Tires, Pumps. Saddles, etc. Rem

Williams Bicycl
126-128 North Fifth street. Net to

"Confound Such a
It spurts and catches, blots and serat
It's simply no good,that's all."
Hundreds of users say this about the ordinary
would use our No. 97 Hunt pens, with the co
would convince them that these pens are the
A special offer until September
WORLD.
dozen) for 50e. Give them a trial—use a dos
them, and if you are not satisfied bring back
them and exchange them for a FULL BOX
pen ISN'T THIS FAIR TO YOU?'

D.E.Wilso
At. Harbour's De
‘111111=1111111111s.
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Elegant for Shampooing
The Hair

41Tway

Williams Wil Sell You a Bicyd

r

Prompt Payment
Prevents Penalty

323
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est. Kentucky Coa
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Office:iand Elevator 2nd &-Ohio
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